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Students find new moves with kickboxing.

FresSman defender Will Sanford scores his
firslXifHlgurte goal to lead JMU to a 4-0 win
over Drexel University Friday night.

Annual International Film Festival takes
on cinematography from around the globe.
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Board postpones reconsideration of ECP
Time needed for further discussion until January meeting
BY KELLY JASPER

news editor

Folic acid
helps prevent
colon cancer
BY ERIN PETIT

contributing writer
Proven to help the prevention of birth defects, colon cancer and loss of memory, folic
acid, which can be found in
leafy green vegetables, is important for bom women and men,
according to Linda Hulton, an
tssi-;»,int pr.»t(~.^>r of nursing.
Starting today, senior nursing majors will have an information table on the commons during Folk Acid Awareness Week
and will make brief presentations to GHTH 100 classes,
according to senior nursing
major Amy Stalnaker.
"Folic acid is a naturally occurring B-vitamin that can be found
in some enriched foods and vitamin pills," according to Hulton.
Women of childbeann^ age
and pregnant women should
intake adequate folic acid
amounts to prevent types of
birth defects known as "neural
tube defects" or NTDs, according to
Michele Cavoto,
University Health Center nutritionist. In such a case, the brain
and spinal column do not develop properly, she said.

The Board of Visitors postponed requests for
reconsideration of its 7-6 April 18 vote to discontinue the distribution of the emergency contraceptive pill at Friday's board meeting until
the next board meeting in January.
Meredith Gunter, education and student life
committee chair, recommended continuing further discussion of the issue by board members
until the Jan. 9,2004, meeting, when a possible
recommendation to the full board could be
made. She said this would allow the five new
board members time to gather information and
consider the matter.
New board member Wharton Rivers,
president and CEO of TerreStar Networks of
McLean, asked the committee, "How much

more information needs to be gathered to
make a decision?"
The terms of five of the 15 board members
expired in July, prompting Gov. Mark Warner
to appoint replacements.
With the addition of new board members,
some students are hopeful that the original
vote to discontinue the dispensing of ECPs
will nut be repeated.
"The board seems understanding and openminded," said junior Krissy Schnebel, the SGA
leadership programs director who led student
protests last year against the decision. "I think
the board will take student opinion into consideration, and 1 am personally optimistic for
January's meeting."
Senior Clark Nesselrodt, SGA director of
seeBOV,page5
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Member* of the Board or Visitors listen to a presentation dur
ing the board's quarterly meeting last Friday.
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Officers for the
National Society
of Collegiate
Scholars are
sworn in by
Chapter Adviser
Michael
Galgano. far
right, last
Wednesday. The
officers, from
left to right, are
junior Jaime
Poe, vice president of community servloe;
junior Kathleen
Lemker. historian web design
en senior
William
Ballough, president; Junior
Melissa Peters,
executive vice
president and
Junior Christine
Yip, secretary.

-<<
Any woman who might
become pregnant
should get plenty of
folic acid in her diet.
— Mkhele Cavoto
Universih Health Center nutritionist

9?
"Most women don't even
know they an? pregnant until at
least three weeks after conception," Cavoto said. "Any
woman who might become
pregnant should get plenty of
folk acid in her diet."
Hulton said, "Folic acid in a
vitamin supplement, when
taken one month before conception and throughout the first
trimester, has been proven to
reduce the risk for an NTD in
pregnancy by 50 to 70 percent."
Senior
nursing
major
Stephanie Jenkins, who will
man the awareness table on the
commons, said, "Most collegeage women don't even want to
be thinking about pregnancy
right now, so I'm sure they don't
know anything about folic acid.
"It's hard to remember to
take that multivitamin every

Students inducted into NSCS
About 500 new members initiated into National Society of Collegiate Scholars
BY STEPHANIE MOORE

contributing writer
The National Society of Collegiate
Scholars inducted about 500 new
members Wednesday at a ceremony
that was attended by 700 people,
including relatives and faculty.
The NSCS is a national organization that recognizes the academic achievement of rising freshmen
and sophomores. To be inducted, a
member must have a grade-point
average of at least 3.4 and have
two recommendations.
Once inducted, students receive
lifetime membership. In addition to

academic achievement, the NSCS
works with service organizations,
such as the Humane Society and the
Commonwealth Center for Children
and Adolescents.
The JMU chapter of the NSCS,
which was established in 1994. has
between 800 and 900 active membere
and about 1,000 alumni. The organization meets every week on Mondays
at7p.m.inlSAT236.
Chapter
President
William
Ballough, a senior, welcomed the
inductees and guests to the ceremony.
He said the goals of NSCS were to
emphasize high achievement, leadership abilities and community service.

"We have to work together and
realize that our contributions to the
society and the university will remain
long after we graduate," he said.
Chapter
Adviser
Michael
Galgano, head of the history department, gave a brief history of the
organization and said the soon-tobe-inducted members had set themselves apart from their peers.
"I am pleased to have this opportunity to personally congratulate you
on your achievements and your
induction," he said.
The keynote speaker, Linda
Halpem, dean of the General
Education department, spoke about

the importance of the GenEd pnigram,
and how it allows students to take a
different attitude toward education.
"It is necessary to recognize how
liberal arts can contribute to society,"
she said. "It is not mutually MdufM
with career preparation."
Galgano introduced the liaison
from the national office in
Washington, D.C., Samantha
Grayson, the region two scholar
ambassador. Grayson congrauilated
the inductees and delivered the State
of Society address, u huh is ,in official
statement on the NSCS as a whole.
sre NCSC, page 5
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Resource, tutoring centers available to students
Essays, tests, homework among areas of assistance for those in need
BY TIFFANY RICHARDSON

contributing writer
For help with troubling
assignments and difficult
courses, JMU provides
tutoring centers to help
with everything from essays
and exams to homework
and presentations.
JMU strives to assist students in every possible way
and to "help students find the
resources that will fit their
needs and help them become
successful," said Tara Owtey,
assistant director for Student
Learning Programs.
The First Year Involvement
Center, located in Huffman
Hall room A100, offers free
assistance for first-year stu-

dents in most General
Education courses, but primariry for GWRJT courses. Staffed
with six upperdassmen tutors,
FYI provides first-year students with help at any stage of
the writing process or with
general course assignments.
"We really try to help
[freshmen] make trie transition
from high school to college,"
said junior Lauren Worley, an
FYI tutor. Open horn 4 to 10
p.m.,
Sunday
through
Thursday, FYI accepts appointments or walk-ins and can be
reached at x8-3598.
Located on the fourth floor of
Wilson Hall, students alao can
find free assistance for improving reading and writing skills at
the Reading and Writing

Resource Center. From 9 am to
5 pm, Monday through Friday,
students are able to meet with a
specialist for help in course-specific assignments.
Nancy Farrar and Betty
Hoskins are the two of the
four specialists who assist
students in writing.
Sophomore Maria Razos
said. The Writing Center
helped me structure my essays
correctly, and really took the
time to make sure I understood their instruction for my
future papers "
Kathy Fisher, a reading specialist and Esther Stenson,
l nglish .is ,i second languaa
specialist, also are part of the
tenter 'i staff. Walk-ins are welcome, but appointments are

encouraged. Students can contact the center at x8-1759.
Also located on the fourth
floor of Wilson Hall is the
Communication
Studies
Resource Center, which provides assistance with speeches. The CSRC can help with
preparation, outlining, delivery and apprehension when
giving speeches.
Providing a multimeiiiaequipped presentation Ml
conference room and a computer lab, the center helps students comprehend communication concepts and theones
and provides instruction on
the use of Microsoft
PowerPoint Open Monday
see HELT, pages

Betty Hoeklns, left, an Instructor with the Reading and Writing
Resource Center, talks to sophomore Adrlana Rocabaoo,
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POLICE LOG
BY LACREN MCKAY

NEWS

Monday, Oct 6

Wednesday, Oct. 8

police log reporter

OPINION

i hi- Office ol Academk Ms Wngand Career DralooMnl
will ipontOI I * -t thru; Into Compcliln i' l.r.id ScjtOtil*.
workshop in (-r.ilton sto\ .ill I brain* Irom ? to 8 p.m. For
more mronn.ilion contlti Mary Morsch al x8-"

Up 'HI Dawn will hold a letter-writing party in PC Ballroom
from 7 to 10 p.m. The person with the most addresses will
win a meet-and-greet pass or a free ticket lo the Phil Vassar
concert. For more information e-mail Enn Walker at tmlke2ej.

An unknown person(s) removed
an insert sign from a case in
Godwin Hall between Sept. 28 at
2 p.m. and Oct 1 al 10:30 p.m.
Damage was done to the door
and the sign holder

Tuesday; Oct. 7

The Office of Academic Advising and Career Development
will sponsor a graduate school panel in the College Center
Grand Ballroom from 7 to 8:30 p.m. For more information
contact Marv Morsch at x8-6555.

Safe RkJes benefit concert
Sleep and dream seminar

House editorial
House cartoon
Darts and pats
Letter to the editor
Letter trom the editor
Campus spotlight
Punch lines

Up til Dawn uill hold an informational meeting on the St. )ude
Child rvn- Hospital in HHS rtx^m W)] from 7 to 8 p.m. This is a
Wellnev. Passport event h>r more mtnrm.tii.>n ,wn,ul I tin
Walker,it ..

LEISURE

9
10
10

Comics
Crossword
Horoscopes

FOCUS

Just lor kicks

10

STYLE

Foreign lilms

SPORTS
Big Villanova win over Dukes
vbeeybal edged out by Towson
Men's soccer slays Drexel
GMU defeats women's soccer

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the
larceny of a parking decal from
H Lot between Sept. 1 at 12:01
a.m. and Sept 8 at midnight.

1 Unnony n 11 sponsor a hate-Mime vigil on tl»eaHnmons at
9 p.m. For more information e in.ul t hristiiH.' Robinson

at rcbtnlcm.

Three seven-fool wooden signs
reading "311" were stolen from
the commons area between
Sept. 24 at 9:30 am and
Sept. 25 at 9 a.m.

]Ml s chapter of Amnesty InUTn.iiion.il will rmvt in T.nloi
Hall roooi -ll"1 Irom 7 to 8 p m For more information contact
Nadine Wu at wunf.

A JMU student reported the
larceny of a parking decal from
E Lot or Upper A Lot Sept. 30.

13
13
13
14
14
15

Karaoke Night"
Sex In the suburbs
Area parks
Lotus
Fashion Boss

Submitting events to the
Pi wt- DAIS Events Calendar

Stephen at tlwtltot two days prior to tht la
i Niched. Pleas.- try to limit the tvei

If

FUN FACT
As the tun sets on
the Quad Thursday,
dark clouds loom
behind In the east.
Last week brought
with rt cold weather
that Indicated the
bagbtnlns of fall In
Hamsonburg.

Few Showers

Wednesday
Partly Cloudy
68/43

Friday
Partly Cloudy
67/46

MARKET WATCH
As erf doss on Fndsy. Oa 3. 20O3

DOW JONES

AMEX

+ 24.16

-1.05

close 2773 45

dose 1005 97

NASDAQ

SAP 500

+ 44.35

+ 9.61

close 1880 57

dose. 102985

of the Day

A JMU student reported the
larceny of a JMU resident parking
decal from R2 Lot between Sept.
29 at 4 p.m. and Oct. 1 at 4 p.m.

Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 21

The most
common name
in the

Number of parking tickets
issued between Aug 25 and
Oct. 1:6,016

world

is Mohammed

High 63 Low 41
Thursday
Partly Cloudy
68/46

mow than 50 w<
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16
16

Today

Tuesday

A JMU student reported the
larceny ol a cell phone from
Godwin Hall Sept 29 between 6
p.m. and 8 p.m.

16

WEATHER

Partly Cloudy
64/42

In other mailers, campus police
report the following:

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Bmeze is published Monday and Thursday rrommas and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson, editor
Mating address
The Breeze
Gi Antni/i, Been* He
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg, Virginia 22007
Phone: (540) 56W127 Fax: (540) 568-6738
E-Mail address: (he breezeQfmu edu
Breeze Net: http//wwwthebrwmnorg
Bookkeeper
Susan Snimefl

Receptionlet
Ang» McWhorter

Section phone number!
Kb] s3 ffjl
News I&-6Q99
ta-afii
OpWon/Focus xe-3846
Sponi leVeTM
PhrtcVGraphce x&$749

Butiriees/TfKhnotogy
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

MISSION
The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
UnrvenWty, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community. The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and 'air in its
reporting andftrmly
believes in Its First
Amendment rights

ADVERTISING STAFF
Acts Manager
Lauren KinWki

Assistant Ads
Manager
MettLastrw

Advertising
Executives:
Jason Brown
Steve Ooherty
RyanFagan
Elizabeth Hamner
Jsstics Lapierre

Advertising
Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Lisa Marietta
Joan Mastaro
James Matarese
Jess Woodward

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am and 5 p.m
■ Cost $3 00 tor the first 10 words. S2
for each additional 10 words, boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday
osue. noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
n T<r BTMM I Roi
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Race to Beat Breast Cancer
5k Run/Walk
Hosted by Hamsonburg Parks and Recreation.
In Association with Madison Association of Recreation Students
(MARS/JMU)

L

ExEir.sJO-20-03j

E. Market St. at Furnace Rd.
Next to Papa John's Pizza

434S935

Brake Check
Exoires 10 20 03

Saturday October 25, 2003 @ 9:00AM
(All proceeds go to RMH Breast Cancer treatment)
Call Erik Dart or Jason Payne 433-2474 for Information
Join our College Ministries
at

92 RT Computer Systems
--'' |

■:

Computi

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

Peripheral

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

College Bible Study
Wednesdays at 6:30 pm

"How to Stay Christian in College"
All Students are invited to a fellowship meal
served from 5:30-6:15 prior to the study

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts

540-442-7335
Hours: Mon-Sat, 9am to 7pm

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

Tuesdays

501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
www.harriM)nhurKh.iptiM.,om • transportation available • 433-2456

5 0 0,000
NEW BOOKS

I*©*

Twenty thousand titles
More

than

50

different

categories

including Literature, Drama, Poetry, General Fiction, Mystery, American &
World History, Political Science, Sociology. Psychology Self Help, New
Age, Sports, Fitness, Camping, Hiking, Music History, Audio Books, Religion,

$2.99

Philosophy, Business, Reference, Education, Travel, Computer Books,
Cooking,

1/2 lb. Thumbs N' Toes
ALL DAY
/i>
Often imitated,
^ V*'o never duplicated!

%:°

Sunday School - Sundays at 9:45 am
Worship Service - Sund.iy*. at 11:00 am

V

*°

Gardening,

Children's

Books,

and

much

more

All 60% to 90% off retail
Today thru Oct 19 • 9AM to 7PM
located 1S msnules south of JMU fake 111 to txrt
740. tern «Kl on td 61? I notch lor lt» uon

www.avboolcfair.com/jmu

B O O K FA I
2192 Gieen Volley In., Mt. Ciawford. VA 22841 (800)38 5-0099

MONDAY, OCT.

Sweet Dreams

NEWS

UREC Wellness and Fitness program instructors provide tips for a good night's sleep and
insigi
insight on the meaning of dreams
see itory Mow
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"That kid was sick when he slid his head
across the floor."
BRENT COLLIER

freshman

AROUND
JMU is ISth as most
connected campus
JMU was ranked 15th in
the nation as one of the
"Top 25 Most Connected
Campuses," according to a
survey
done by the
Princeton Review.
The survey identified
colleges with cutting-edge
technology (or its students,
according to a Oct. 2 press
release. Using the responses
from more than 100,000 college students and information from campus administrators, the company judged
schools on student-to-computer ratios, wireless access
on campus and computer
science curricula.
Hampton University, No.
9, was the only other
Virginia university ranked
in the survey. For a complete
list of computing and electronical services at JMU,
visit www.foTbes.com/campus.

Hate-crime vigil to be
held Tuesday night
A hate-crime vigil will
be held Tuesday at 9 p.m.
on the commons honoring
the victims of all hate
crimes, including racial,
ethnic, gender, sexual orientation and religious.
Sponsored by Harmony,
JMU's gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender organization, the vigil will provide an
open microphone for attendees of the vigil to speak. A
number of speakers also
have been scheduled.
Contact golilenia@mac.com

for more information on the
vigil and Harmony events.

Sexual, domestic violence
events to raise awareness
HARRISONBURG —
Throughout the month of
October, sexual assault and
domestic violence awareness
month.
Citizens
Against Sexual Assault will
host several awareness
events in the community.
On Tuesday, from 7 to 8
p.m., an awareness vigil will
be held starring at 129
Franklin St. and ending at
Court Square.
White lattice boards will be
located at local offices and
libraries throughout October
to raise community awareness
of the violence, according to a
CASA pamphlet. Participants
can tie ribbons on the lattice as
a memorial for everyone they
know affected by domestic or
sexual violence.
A CASA booth will be on
display Oct. 20 through 26,
where the lattice project can
be viewed.

AMY PATERSON/»m.>r;*«r.>ifra(*T
The BluesTones, an all-female a capella group, sings Monday night at Safe Rides' benefit concert. Senior Jamie Vlgllotta, below, performs during the
break dance portion of the show. Five other a capella groups, as well as the Madison Dance Club, performed.

Safe Rides fund raises to save lives
Concert raises $12,000, increases membership for
on-campus organization against drunk driving
BY KATIB CHIRGOTIS

contributing writer
Safe Rides raised about SI ,200 last
Monday night with a benefit concert
that drew almost 400 students and featured a capella groups, dance troupes
and speakers, according to senior
Lyndsey Walther-Thomas, WHtcuHvi
director of Safe Rides.
Safe Rides is a new organization at
JMU whose goal is to educate and protect the university and community
against drunk driving. It was founded
on the Caring Aggies R Protecting
Over Our Lives program at Texas
A&M University. The program currently is focused on raising money
and alcohol awareness education
The ultimate goal of the program is to become a school-wide
designated-driver program by
next semester. Walther-Thomas
said the program needs first to
receive final approval from the
university Walther-Thomas has
been working with Student Affairs
to discuss liability aspects of the
program.
Large
fund-raising
events are needed to cover the

$80,000 annual budget. The budget will go toward the costs of cars,
gas and training.
The organization also receives
funds from membership dues. There
currently are about 20 people
involved, and Walther-Thomas said
she hopes to get its membership up to
100. Safe Rides is accepting applications through Oct. 21. In order to join,
students must be at least 18 years old
and have a grade point average of at
least 2.0.
After an introduction at the concert, "One Night, One Ride, One Life,"
about Safe Rides by Walther-Thomas,
the concert kicked off with the
BluesTones, one of JMU's all-female a
capella groups, which was followed
by Exit 245, one of JMU's all-male a
capella groups.
Lecturer Nicole Johnson, a former
student at Virginia Commonwealth
University, told the audience she is a
young woman who experienced firsthand the tragedy of drunk driving and
has "gone through enough for everyone, even the entire school."
In the early morning hours of Nov.
13,1997, Johnson got behind the wheel

■1

after a night of drinking and woke up
from a coma three months later, with
most of her left side broken, her right
side paralyzed and
the realization that
her friend, who was
a passenger that
night, had died.
Fighting her way
back to speech and mobility, Johnson said her road
has been a hard one, both
mentally and physically
She travels and speaks of
her experience in hopes
of keeping others from
thl MOM fate, she said.
A cappeUa groups,
the Overtones,
Low
Key,
Notoriety, The
Madison
Project, also
sang, and the
Madison
Dance Club
and Break Dancing
Club performed.
"The break dancers
were tight," freshman

. s*-i iM**™" *
studv-Mifli'mnishedMI
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Princeton benefactors
want money back
BY BRAIN KLADKU

Knight Ridder Tribune

Four more women
accuse Schwazenegger

KRISTENIKINNH I Y/U4rr*»wnfi*rr
Junior Klrsten Wenzel. left, and senior Kim Wlnn, both UREC Wellness and Fitness program
Instructors, talk about the importance of sleep and the meanings of dreams at a UREC seminar Wednesday night called "You Snooze, You Lose."

Sleep deficiency of students
creates dream deficits
BY RACHI.L

AMY PAThRSOW**,* nhHoKruphtr

•■

l^l^^^^^^^^B

LOS ANGELES, Calif.
(Los Angeles Times) — Four
more women have come forward to say that Arnold
Schwarzenegger fondled,
spanked or touched them in
incidents they said took
place as recently as 2000 and
as long ago as 1979.
In all, 15 women have
now accused the Republican
candidate for governor of
grabbing or groping them.
On the campaign trail
Saturday, Schwarzenegger
denounced as a "puke campaign" news reports of that
he has behaved abusively
toward women.
The four women agreed
to tell their stories publicly.
The women, all between
the ages of 46 and 51, told
either of being assaulted in
public places like bars and
gyms or in private studios
of production studios.
Candidate spokesman
Sean Walsh said that the
accounts of three of the
women were untrue, and
that Schwarzenegger had
no recollection of the
fourth incident.

Brent Collier said. "That kid was sick
when he slid on his head across the floor."
Almost all of the performers vocalized support of Safe Rides. "It's just
great for the community," said Sarah
Varnes, of Low Key.
Many audience members picked
up applications and signed up
for membership after the concert.
More information and applications are available online under
the Safe Rides' Web site,
http://orgs.jmu.edu/saferides
or by contacting Jessica
Lumsden at
xS-2315.

DOMCHBL

contributing writer
When people don't
sleep they can't dream,
and most students at a
recent UREC seminar on
the importance of dreaming and sleeping said they
don't sleep enough.
Only four out of 26 students who attended the
Wellness and Fitness program
"You Snooze, You Lose,"
Wednesday said they sleep
enough each night.
"Dreams can guide us to
see what our subconscious
thoughts say about us," said
junior kirsten Wenzel, a
UREC Wellness and Fitness
program instructor. "They

contain many symbols that
can be related to our waking
lives, but should not necessarily be taken lilt -t.ilU
She said dreams can be
spurred ' by many factors
"Reoccurring da-ams deal
with unresolved issues in our
lives that perhaps we aie
embarrassed about or not
ready tit deal with, but they
also reveal suborn-., ions
desires and fears and blOWM
the dreamer's seif-awarerifss. Wenzel said
Freshman Ashley Curl
said, "What I found most
intrusting about the seminar was the focus on the
symbols in our dreams and
what they supposedly represent. I honestly never real-

ly think about my dreams."
Wenzel
said dreams
about falling, flying, being
chased or being naked all are
common dream themes.
"Each type represents different aspects of life, such as
personal insecurities, stress
and anxiety or fear of not
being able to live up to a cert.nn challenge,

iha nld

People dream an average ol three to five dreams
per night, depending on
the quality of their ibtp,
according to Wenzel.
She also said a person must
reach
the
Rapid
Eye
Movement stage 01 sleep in
order to dream "People who
set SLEEP, page 4

Times have changed since
1961, when Charles and Marie
Robertson, heirs to the A&P
grocery store fortune, donated
$35 million in company stock
to Princeton University
A dashing young John F.
Kennedy was in the White
House. It was the era of
Camelot and the Peace Corps,
when many an Ivy Leaguer
actually dreamed of becoming
a government bureaucrat.
So, the Robertsons targeted
their gift to the graduate pnv
gram of the Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and
Intenutional Affairs, one of the
nation's premier centers for the
study of politics and policy.
Their largess, everyone agrees,
made the school what it is today.
Now, the Robertsons —
more precisely, Charles and
Marie Robertsons' heirs
want their monev back. All
$500 million of it. '
Their complaint: the Wilson
School has not fulfilled the couple's vision of a school that
trains graduate students to work
in the federal government, particularly in international affairs.
More Wilson alumni work
in business and finance, they
say, than in the U.S. government — even though the
Robertson endowment pays
almost every graduate student's tuition.
"My parents' purpose was
to try to help train the very,
very finest individuals to serve

the federal government, to
promote peace, to promote
democracy, to defend peace
and to defend democracy
around the world," said
William Robertson, who, along
with his two sisters and a
cousin, is suing the university.
If they prevail in court, the
heirs say they have no intention
of keeping the money for themselves; instead, they will bestow
it on another school that agrees
to foltow the family's wishesStudents and faculty say
the dispute has not disrupted
their scholarly research and
earnest discussions of national
secunty, third world poverty
and transportation policy. But,
it dix*s raise bltk questions
about the Wilson School's purpose and, more broadly, the
country's love-hate relationship with Washington.
The Robertsons' emphasis on
federal employment as the epitome of public service was rooted
in the ethos of the early 1960s,
I \ moody was going to
go to Washington and change
the world," said William H.
Hi .mson, who has taught at the
Wilson School since 1967.
"Well, we have a different
world now. And the school has
to adapt to a changing world."
What changed? The university, in its legal papers, cites the
Vietnam War, Watergate and
the resulting "negative public
image of government" — an
image that made federal
employment considerably less
see MONEY, pagii
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MONEY: Heirs said Princeton Supreme Court opens fresh term
Some cases to address workers' rights, road blocks
donation not used correctly
\ltl\l )

I

service,' and then it goes on to iv sitisfied with no less than 50
say, more specifically, federal percent of Wilson graduateservice in international affaits
going into federal service in
In legal documents, the uni- international affairs, doubts that
says, in, i, Sam hn'i MringHha versity contends that federal serv- Princeton ever really intended
he used to, leading many mi,
ice in international affairs has to follow his parents' wishes.
minded folks to seek work at been an "aspirational goal," not a
"I don't think the concentrapri\ ,iu- think tanks and non- requirement, and that l harks tion on federal service was ever
profit organization!
Robertson always recognized that really felt by the university, by
And then there's politics. his endowment could be used to the students and by the faculty,"
Students, especially those who train students "for more broadly he said. "I think there was a conSttld} pnNi, .lft.niv tend to lean defined public service."
centration on public sen-ice, but
left, while Republicans have
Under that expansive defini- public sen-ice would include
contained the White House for tion, the school is tar more suc- working at the United Nations,
14 of to bit 22 yam,
cessful. Forty-one percent of working in the New York City
The Robertson heir- uftng alumni worked for state or local mayor's office."
information from the Wilson governments, nonprofit organiFor all the varied careers that
School's most recent alumni zations, educational or research Wilson graduates ultimately purdirectory, found that 13 percent of institutions, multilateral organi- sue, government is clearly the
those who Kid graduated since sations or foreign governments. object of their attention while they
1 94K — the year the graduate proHowever, William Robertson are here, Robertson said.
gram began — worked for the said his father was disappointJordan Tama embodies the
U.S. government, and only about ed by the school's national Robertsons' vision: This past
7 percent wen' federal employees placement record. In 1972, the summer, he was an intern at the
dealing with international affairs. elder Robertson wrote to the US. Embassy in Paris and is
The largest share. 15 percent university president, "The time interested in working for the
worked in banking, finance or has come to face up to the obvi- State Department
industry When combined with ous fact that the school has
But Tama, like his classmates,
thtwe in consulting and law, the never come within shouting thinks it would be a mistake for
percentage jumped to 34 percent. distance of achieving its goal, the school to cater only to peopkTo William Robertson, those and I personally doubt that it like him. If it did, the school might
numbers amount to a betrayal of ever will as long as it continues lose a lot of its cachet.
his parents and of the foundation on its present course."
"If the school were to narrow
set up to administer the gift
Robertson, who lives in the focus," he said, "to require us
"The charter itself is really Florida, and is a Princeton alum- to pursue jobs in federal govern.,i\ vet] dear." he said. "And nus, like his father said, "They ment, a lot of students who come
it specifically provides for train- kept placating us and placating here now pnibably wouldn't
ing Mudenta fa gowmnail us and making more excuses, but want to because a lot of students
sen-ice. It doesn't say public our purpose never changed.
are interested in doing other
service,' it says 'government
Robertson, who said he will kinds of work."
appealing
to
Idealistic
young people.
In addition, the university

SLEEP: Analysts show how to relax
suasr, fnm />«.*, i
■rare are not dreaming. They
have not yet reached the REM
stage of the sleep cycle where
their heart and breathing rate an1
the highest, and the-)- are in their
deepest sleep," Wenzel said.
"Some other unusual causes
for not dreaming are protein defidency, personality disorders and
sleep deprivation," W>nzel said.
Another LREC Wvilness and
Fitness program instructor, senior
Mil) Phtfupa explained that
"alcohol and nicotine arc also
among Mime of the causes of
sleep deprivation. One drink of
ekonol after six hours of sleep is
equal to six drinks after eight
hours of sleep, and the average

smoker sleeps 30 minutes less
each night than a nonsmoker."
Senior Kim Winn, who also
is a Wcllness and Fitness
instructor, said, "Eighty percent of college students are
dangerously sleep deprived
and thus at high risk for low
productivity and concentration, irritability, altcrc,! hormonal functioning and memory impairment."
Winn
emphasized
the
importance of quality of sleep
and gave suggestions to
improve your sleep, such as
"not studying or watching TV
in bed, minimizing light and
noise and having set bed times."
She said it's not easy to

sleep when you're worried and
stressed, so "make a 'to do' list
before you go to bed or do
relaxation exercises to help
clear your mind "
In performing a relaxation
exercise taken from John
Mason's book, "Guide to
Stress Reduction," Winn said
to "take deep slow breaths,
pausing after you inhale and
then exhaling completely.
Imagine as you exhale you can
begin to release thoughts, tensions, even discomforts with
the warm breath that you
breathe out and away. Quality
is more important than quantify, so get good quality sleep
and start dreaming."

BY DAVID SAVAGE

Los Angeles Times
The U.S. Supreme Court
opens its new term (ixlay and is
set to consider whether states
may refuse to pay for religious
teaching, whether employers
may refuse to hire reformed
drug users and whether "partisan gerrymandering"' by state
lawmakers is unconstitutional.
The court also will decide
whether the police may set up
roadblocks to ask motorists
about a recent crime, and
whether police detectives must
warn suspects of their right hi
remain silent before questioning them.
The justices will hear 45
cases this term, including 10 that
were granted review last weekWaiting in the wings are more
appeals that could be added to
the docket for this year's term
— induding the dispute over
the words "under God" in the
Pledge of Allegiance and
Washington's move to strip doctors in California and Arizona of
their right to prescribe drugs if
they recommend marijuana to
sick patients
Potentially one of the most
significant of the pending
cases is a religious-rights dispute from Washington state.
The case could have a wide
impact on government funding of church-related schools,
day care centers and social
service programs. At issue is
whether states must' fund
church-related teaching on the
same basis as other private
and public schtxils.
Joshua Davey was turned
down for a state scholarship
because he was preparing to
be a minister. The state constitution in Washington, like
that in 36 other states,
includes a strict ban on using
taxpayers' money to pay for
n'ligious teaching.
"No public money or property shall be ... applied to any
religious worship, exercise or
instruction," says the constitution of Washington.
But the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled the
First Amendment requires
the state to give Davey the
scholarship. George W. Bush

administration
lawyers
agreed, urging the court to
say the state cannot "single
out religion for discriminatory treatment." If the jusUeaa agree as well, it would
boost the drive for school
vouchers in several states
and give church-run programs an equal claim to
state support. The case,
Locke vs. Davey. will be
argued Dec. 2.
A pair of job bias cases will
lest the frontiers of workers'
rights. In the first, the court will
decide whether a company may
refuse to rchire a worker who
had used drugs in the past. Joel
Hernandez, a veteran technician, quit his job with the
Hughes Missile Systems in
Tucson, Ariz., because he was
using drugs. Three years later,
after completing a recovery program, he reapptied for his job,
but was rejected.
Last year, the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals said
the company's policy of not
hiring former drug users violated the Americans With
Disabilities Act. The 1990 lawsays current drug users and
heavy drinkers cannot claim
to have a disability. However,
it also says recovered addicts
cannot be discriminated
against for their past use of
drugs or alcohol
Wednesday, the court will
hear the company's appeal.
The court also will take up
the first "reverse bias" age discrimination case. At issue is
whether employers may offer
special retirement benefits to
their older workers, but not to
middle-aged empkiyees. Last
year, a US. appeals court in
C incinnati surprised corporate
lawyers when it ruled this
l.ivoritism for older workers
violated the federal law against
age discrimination.
The younger workers said
the 1967 law says employers
may
not
"discriminate
against any individual" over
age 40 "because of age." The
dispute arose when General
Dynamics, the military contractor, promised health benefits in retirement to workers
who were over age 50, but
not to those who were

younger. A group of 40-yearolds sued and won a preliminary victory in the appeals
court. The case will be heard
Nov. 12.
Police questioning and the
Miranda warnings will be
debated in four cases. At
issue is whether police may
evade the requirement that
they warn suspects of their
"right to remain silent" and
still make use of what they
learn in the interrogation.
Just three years ago, the
court, in a 7-2 vote described
the Miranda decision as having set a "constitutional rule"
that may not be overturned
by Congress. However, it
remains unclear how this rule
works in practice.
For example, can detectives
question suspects for hours
and then warn them of their
right to remain silent only after
they have confessed? And can
police press suspects to reveal
physical evidence, such as a
gun or cash, and use this evidence in court, even if no
Miranda
warnings were
given? The court will take up
these questions on Dec. 9.
The constitutionality of
police roadblocks will be considered in a suburban Chicago
case. The court had upheld
roadblocks to check for drunken
drivers or illegal immigrants
near the border on the grounds
that they were regulatory measures. Last year, however, the
court struck down a roadblock
designed to catch drug dealers
This was crime fighting, the justices said, and the Fourth
Amendment's ban on "unreasonable searches and seizures"
bars the police from stopping
large numbers of innocent people to find criminals.
The new roadblock case
falls in between. Police had
stopped motorists in a Chicago
suburb to ask if they knew anything about a fatal hit-and-run
accident that took place there a
week before. The Illinois courts
ruled this roadbkxrk unconstitutional because it amounted
to crime fighting. In their
appeal, government lawyers
say "informational checkpoints" should be allowed to
further public safety.
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BOV: Decision postponed HEALTH: Folic acid

BOV, from page 1

communications, said he und»I
stood why the board did not
vote at Friday's meeting. "With
so many new board memrvrv
it's understandable that tlu-v
need time to educate themselves
on the issue to make an educated
decision in January," he Mid
The committee received a
report detailing the history of the
ECP issue from Mark Warner,
senior vice pn-sident ot student
artairs and university planning
and analysis. The report, which
was nxjiu-sted by Cuntim to
familiarize new board memlvrs
with the issue, addressed the
board's decision to stop dispensing, but not prescribing, FOV
Wamer
differentiate,i
between ECPs, such as Plan B, a
Food and L>rug Administrationappn>ved contraceptive, and
abortive agents like RU-186.
According to a fact sheet
distributed by (MU students to
board members, "Plan B may
prevent pregnancy by temporarily slopping the release
of an egg from a uomens
ovary, or it may prevent fertilization ... but will not work if
you are already pregnant."
ECPs are paid for by the
student, according to Warner.
He said eight other schools jn
the Commonwealth cunvntly
dispense ECPs
During the report, Warner
addn-ssed student reaction to the
policy change "I've never Man
slmk-nts im>lnii/i' M> gtfongl)
over an issue," he said, referring

to the $000 student Mgnatun-s
gathered in under three davs to
back the Student Government
Association Bill of Opinion,
which Requested that the boani
to reconsider its decision.
Student Body Piwhknl
Levar Stoney and Student
Repnsentative Timothy Bnmks.
a junior, ^submitted a nHjviest
for the board to levtM NaaCtloTI
al rnday's meeting.
"The SGA will continue to
work with students to fight
this issue until KTs air Attributed on campus again "
NsiMlrodl Mid I he iiis»iK
rioiu ioda\ led me to believe
that the January decision will
hr positive
The board also addressed
several othei Lteuei at its
meeting.
A recjuest to sti>k an additional S40.2 million in funds to
the 20O4-'0fi biennium was
approved at the meeting. I Ins
funding would include an
increased adjustment of $7
million per year to the univerMI\ i best tunding.
A base adequacy study by Oie
General Assembly showed IMl
as the most underninded public
university in the State. TU- dtfl
ciency of $28 million led to a
leqUBSl Of Sboul $7 million per
vear OUT I tour-year periixl to
compensate for the deficiency,
according to C harles king Jr.,
senior vice president for administration and finance
JMU President i inwood
Rose reported to the board the

progress of the university over
the past five years. Rose said
rxvord highs of private support
for the fiscal year 2003, enmllment increases, new Honors
Abroad opportunities, the addition of new parking spates snd
budget growth fn im $ 168 to $227
million were examples of
pmgress at the university.
Warner also reported to the
Kducation and Student Life committee i>n the success of the First
veaR Orientation Guide program, which is designed to
acclimate students to our campus ... and provide alternatives
to off-campus activities," he said.
Although 188 students wenarrested during the opening
week of school, an increase from
the previous year's total of 168,
Warner said the Harrisonburg
Police Department called this
opening week one of the most
successful they have had.
The board voted on and
appmved a change in procedure
that laqutesj hoard members to
be notified of motions aiming
before the boani at least seven
days in advance of the meeting.
The board also voted for the
university to award two new
iU"grees i»ne a bachelor of science in health ttlVluH administration and the other a bachelor
of science in athletic training. If
approved by the State Council of
Higher Education in Virginia, the
programs would be upgraded
from their current status as acaucinn loncentrations and to
degree programs.

NSCS: New members inducted
NSCS.fwmptif!, I

As the new members walked
on the stage, they shook hands
with the officers and t .ravson
receiving a small pin before
returning to their seats.
Once all the new members
had been inducted, the chapter
president and the officers
explained the significance of the
pin they had just received.
Ballough swore the new members in with an oath pledging to
continue scholashc excellence,
leadership and service.

Bxaeattve We PwhWui
Metal Priam I Junta; intnv
duced the 2003 Distinguished
Honorary Members may are
members of the faculty and local
community nominated by the
local chapter Peters said,
"Distinguished Members have all
rights and responsibilities of any
member in good standing of the
National Society of Colli
Scholars and are inducted for lifetime membership."
Peters recognized Kevin
Apple, assistant head of the psy-

chology department, as the mttet
outstanding faculty member! In
his honor, a hook has been
donated to the Carrier library.
New member Rebekah
Deeds, a sophomore, said, "I
thought that the ceremony was
I good way to learn more
about the organization, and I
wanted to be inducted because
it is nice to be recognized for

academic standards."
For more information
about NSCS, visit www.geocities.com/imunscs.

prevents birth defects
HHAUHjrpmw I
single day, but it would definitely be harder to lose a
child or never see my baby
walk because he or she
developed spina bifida (a
birth defect)," she said.
Stalnaker said the body
needs 400 micrograms, or
0.4 milligrams, of synthetic
folic acid daily. She said an
easy way to get this amount
is to take a multtvitamin.
Sources of folic acid also
come from specific foods,
according to Hulton.
These foods include such

things as enriched cereal
grams like pasta, rice and
bread, fruits and orange juice
from concentrate, green leafy
vegetables and dried beans
and legumes, she said.
It a not for women only,"
Hulton said. "Guys can cut
their risk of colon cancer by
more than 50 percent by taking in 400 micrograms of folic
acid a day. It also helps keep
your arteries clear and
improve your memory."
Cavoto said folic acid
also appears to interact with
drugs. Some drugs, notably

anticancer drugs, and folate,
the naturally occurring form
in foods, have similar chemical structures, so it can displace the vitamin, she said.
Heavy aspirin users and
regular antacid users also
may negate the benefits of
folic acid, she said.
Now is the "time to get as
healthy as possible so you
can have a healthy baby" in
the future, Hulton said.
For more information, visit
www mnrchofdimes.com,
uwwWebMdxom or a health
care provider.

HELP: Students seeking aid with
assignments can receive assistance
HEIJ*. from page 1

through Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 7
p.m., Thursday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Sunday 2 to 5 p.m., the
CRSC accepts appointments
and walk-ins and can be contacted at X8-1683.
Students struggling with
math or science can seek help
in the first floor of Wilson Hall,
room 102, at the Science and
Math Help Center. Provided by
the College of Science and
Mathematics,
Charles
Cunningham, Mark Mattson,
and undergraduate assistants
offer support for students in
their courses Monday through
Thursday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Friday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
Sunday 6 to 9 p.m.
The center can be contacted at xB-3379. With no
appointment necessary, students can walk in at any time
during office hours and can
use the center as frequently as
they so choose.
"I come at least two to three
times a week, and even though
each tutor has a different style
of teaching, it's always worth a
try," freshman Kate Ruck said.

CHRIS l.AS7XJKSIwmi* phntoxnipher

Junior Christine Ryan uses a computer In the Learning
Resources lab. The center offers help to students In need.
Free academic assistance
also Is provided through
Supplemental
Instruction,
kxrated in Wilson Hall room
414. Course-competent students serve as supplemental
instruction leaders for the program and primarily focus on
assisting in classes such as biology, chemistry, economics,
math, history and College of
Business courses. The center

helps students master course
content, develop and improve
study and organizational skills
and improve test scores.
Office hours are Monday
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and the office can be contacted
at xft-2507 for more information.
In addition to these tutoring
opportunities,
individual
departments run their own
tutoring programs as well.
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Illusionist attacked by tiger

Speaking from experience

Las Vegas star suffers from 'massive blood loss'
BY CHRIS HM HAMKY
AND PAUL BROWNFIELD

Los An/teles rimes
Illusionist Roy Horn, who
with
partner
Siegfried
Fischbacher parlayed big-production magic and disappearing while timers Into one of the
most successful and longestrunning shows on the Las
Vegas Strip, rem.nned in critical condition Siturday after
being attacked onstage by one
of the show's veteran animals
Horn's condition showed no
improvement Siturday after
overnight surgery to repair a lifethreatening bite to his neck Friday
night that stunned a showroom
filled with 1,500 people.
Horn, who turned 59 Friday,
suffered a major loss of blood
that paramedics struggled to
staunch with direct pressuie on
his neck — first aid that also
exacerbated problems Horn had
with breathing.
Saturday, local celebrities,
entertainers and politicians
visited University Medical
Center, but none were allowed
close to Horn's room on the
hospital's fourth floor.
Mayor Oscar Goodman
described Horn's condition M
"grim." But the hospital offered
no official comment Saturday on
Horn's condition; it was hotel
officials who described Horn's
condition as critical but stable.
In .] prepared statement,
Fischbacher — who first
teamed up with Horn on an
ocean liner when they were
leenage crew members —
thanked fans for their "continued prayers and reflections.
"For more than four decades, I
have had the great privilege of
standing .11 the side ol this
remarkable man, and I will continue to do so during this very
challenging time," he said.
Friday's attack occurred
about 45 minutes into the pair's
7:30 p.m. performance, when
Horn — the dark-haired partner
— stood alone on the huge stage
and introduced Montecore, a 7ycar-old Royal White Siberian
tiger He told the audience that
it was the cat's first appearance
onstage — a line he delivers at

every show to elicit oohs and
ahhhs from the audience. In
fact, the tiger had performed
onstage for several years, one of
about 60 white tigers owned by
the show and 20 that are used
any given night.
Horn instnicted the tiger to
lay down but this time, the animal balked. Horn tapped the animal on its nose with his microphone, a training technique to get
the cat's attention, and Montecore
grabbed the illusionist's arm.
As Horn stumbled, the 550pound animal lunged at his neck,
knocked him to the ground and
pulled him off the stage.
Many in the audience
thought the scene unfolding
before them was part of the
show, but sitting in the third
row, Dagmar Rethmann and
Karl Heinz Wunschmeier knew
better. The two are co-founders
of the Siegfried & Roy fan club,
and Rethmann had seen the
show at least 15 times.
At the moment the tiger
didn't lay down like Roy told
him to, we knew something was
wrong," Rethmann said
While some in the audience
laughed at what they thought
was a gag, others froze in terror.
Fischbacher and stagehands
dressed in black ran across the
stage after Horn and the tiger, and
the theater's momentary silence
was broken with the backstage
sound of yells and shouts.
Someone grabbed a fire extinguisher and sprayed the animal,
which finally released its grasp.
A shaken Fischbacher
returned to the stage and
announced the show was
canceled. "God bless Roy,"
he said, and then left.
Paramedics arrived within
10 minutes and struggled to
stop the bleeding by applying
direct pressure to Horn's neck
while he was driven to the hospital less than two miles away.
Robert Lejnbach. spokesman
for the Clark County Fire
Lkpartment said it was all paramedics could do to stop the
bleeding from the left side of
Horn's throat without shutting
down the performer's ability to
breathe at the same time.
Paramedics didn't notice whether

Horn's arm had been wounded
in the attack. 'There was massive
blood kss, and that's what their
priority was," Lembach said.
Horn was conscious and
talking to paramedics en route
to the trauma center, Leinbach
said, and was rushed immediately into surgery.
The animal was quarantined
in a cage at the Seigfried & Roy
Secret Garden, a part-publicexhibit of their animals and a
part-working facility where the
performing animals are kept
In a town non-plussed by
celebrity, S & R, as they were
known simply, had broken all
the records. After playing at
three other hotel showrooms for
years, they settled in at The
Mirage in 1990.
At The Mirage, their position
as a Las Vegas icon was cemented firmly; since 1990, they filled
a 1,500-seat showroom for 5,750
performances and, in 2001, were
granted by Mirage a "contract
for life." But, for now, the show
is canceled indefinitely, and at
least through Christmas, hotel
officials said.
Horn was the primary handler of the animals. Horn and his
dog Hexe became partners as the
young boy would run away from
his abusive father; he also
befriended a cheetah named
Chico at a nearby zoo.
According to their book
"Siegfried & Roy's Magic for the
Ages"
Fischbacher,
also
German, and Horn met aboard a
cruise ship in 1957.
Horn was fascinated by
Fischbacher's magic and chalk-Tiged him to perform the same
tricks — but with Chico as the
star. The serendipitous shipboard
pairing launched their career.
They arrived in Us Vegas in
1970, sharing the stage with
other acts at the Tropicana and
Stardust — finally booking their
own theater at the Frontier
Hotel in 1981
The tiger that attacked Horn.
Montecore, was purchased from
a litter of three cubs that were
bom in Mexico and acquired by
the illusionists when the cubs
were about three weeks old.
Montecore was raised at the
Secret Garden.

KRISTEN DONNFJJ.Y'ilaffrJmKmrajJwr
Kathleen Stewart, head of the Center for Cultural Studies at the University of Texas,
spoke on her new book "The Private Life of Public Culture: Impact, Effects and
Intimacies." which Is a result of her personal fleldwork studies.

France debates assisted suicide
BY COLIN MCMAHON

Chicago Tribune
In the last, tortured year of Vincent
Humbert's tragic life, the 22-year-old quadriplegic sought to rally France behind the rightto-die movement and shame the nation's leaders into adopting a law allowing euthanasia.
His plight — the former firefighter was
thrown into a coma by a 2000 car accident
only to emerge months later mute, blind and
paralyzed — provoked sympathy. His case
sparked passionate discussion about God and
law. And his death last week, which came
after his mother spiked his intravenous drip
with sedatives, produced waves of sorrow.
But. no political change appears imminent
While urging that prosecutors treat Marie
Humbert gently for her role in her son's death,
government officials rejected arguments that
France consider euthanasia legislation.
"life doesn't belong to politicians," Prime
Minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin said "We must
be very cautious about the prospects of a
debate in parliament. We cannot legislate for
situations that are so specific."
Raffarin's comments to the French media
undercut suggestions from his own Cabinet
that France should consider following
Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland
and allow some so-called mercy killings. There
Ls no response from President Jacques Chirac.
"This debate must absolutely be organized
because it concerns people," Laurent
Humbert, brother of Vincent Humbert, told it

Parisian newspaper. "We arc not asking for a
crazy law that would authorize absolutely
anything but just that ... in specific cases, the
euthanasia exception is tolerated."
Quite willingly, the family says,
Humbert became a symbol for France's
right-to-die movement.
Prosecutors are investigating Humbert's
death. An autopsy was to be performed this
week near Berck-sur-Mer, France, the northem town where Humbert was hospitalized
and a funeral mass was scheduled for
Wednesday. Marie Humbert, 48, was questioned, released and placed under the care of
doctors. Few in France can imagine murder
charges being brought.
The Humbert family's pain moved
France, and extensive media coverage turned
it into a national drama. A debate split the
country, if not evenly, then with significant
numbers on both sides.
Government critics say Raffarin and others
in his Cabinet are too beholden to the Catholic
Church. One Socialist parliamentarian accused
the prime minister of "adopting a theological
vision of society that does not correspond to
the secular nature of the republic."
Euthanasia opponents counter that the emotion surrounding the Humbert case must temper before a fair debate can ensue.
"There is a continual action starting from
about 20 years ago in France to get euthanasia
approved," said the Rev. Patrick Verspieren.'They
are preying on the emotions of the French people
and using cases such as Vincent's."

(feftnibelq d<j!
Delta Gamma
International Women's Fraternity
is recruiting at JMU!
We're looking for intelligent, enthusiastic and confident young women to become members of our
international women's Fraternity at James Madison University.
Delta Gamma offers undergraduate college women social opportunities, lifelong friendships,
leadership opportunities, academic assistance, volunteer opportunities and morel

learn
more!
Reception and Presentation
Wednesday, October 8 in Zane Showker Hall Rm. 101 at 7 p.m.
Following presentation interviews will be scheduled for Thursday
Interviews
Thursday, October 9 in Taylor Hall Rm. 304 from 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Membership Invitations
Friday, October 10

questions?
Contact Laura Hinson at hinsonlb@jmu.edu, or Sarah Shear at sarahshear@hotmail.com.
www.deltagamma.org/DefinitelyDG
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A newly appointed board member
should know the issues facing JMU and
should have arrived Friday prepared and
ready to make decisions.
— >>mm Wttorial,
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.. the school's administration didn't put
it past their drivers to flip a bus and
catch it on fire at the same time.
DEAN CAMP

sophomore
M.ScNwl,MftS

EDITORIAL

Board of Visitors strategically delays important decision about ECPs
Whatever one's opinion about the Board
of Visitors may be, no one can deny that
board members know strategy- The board's
postponement of a decision about the emergency contraceptive pill until Jan. 9, 2004
— the board's next meeting date — is an
excellent example of a calculated delay tactic designed to avoid a decision until student ana political interest has disappeared.
The board cannot possibly lack information concerning this divisive debate. Mark
Warner, senior vice president of Student
Affairs and University Planning and
Analysisjsresented the board with a history
of the ECP issue and a comparison between
ECPs and abortion pills, such as RU-486.
Even if the five new board members did
not have the information they needed to
make a decision, whose fault would that
be? A newly appointed board member
should know the issues facing JMU and
should have arrived Friday prepared and
ready to make decisions.
Not taking the time to prepare oneself
adequately for one's job, especially a job as
important as the oversight board of a major
university, is negligence of one's responsibilities and a poor reflection on the abilities
of board members.
Therefore, a lack of information could
not have been the deciding factor in the
board's move to postpone a decision on the
ECP until January. What, then, is the real
motive behind the delay?
The answer can be found in politics.
The board itself is a political institution,
and therefore is vulnerable to manipulation by politicians who care little for the
concerns of JMU students.
Board members are political appointees of
the governor of Virginia, himself a political
appointee of the voters. Board members are
sometimes politicians themselves who may
exploit their positions for political gain.
One example of this is Mark Obenshain,
a former board member who proposed the
ban on dispensing ECPs at the University
Health Center. Obenshain's proposal ignited his candidacy for Virginia's 26th district

Senate seat by silencing critics who said he
was soft on abortion issues.
The board also may be exploitedpolitically
by politicians throughout Virginia. Del. Robert
Marshall, R-Manassas, has led a statewide
crusade against the ECP and nonconservative
sex education. Such an ideological inquisition
signals a desire to create name recognition
with the public, often preceding a politician's
candidacy for a state or national office.
Board members have more to fear from
Marshall than a simple denunciation.
Delegates' committee for Privileges
Elections. Guess which activist politician sits
on that committee? That's right — Marshall.
Thus, if the board would repeal the ban on
dispensing the ECP on campus, not only
would board members have to worry about
Marshall comparing them with baby killers
and infidels, but tney also would have to
worry about keeping their positions.
Yet, the board cannot ignore the present
organization and dedication of JMU students who are committed to seeing ECP distribution restored at the Health Center.
Thus, the board is faced with a battle that it
cannot win completely and most likely does
not even want to fight.
Board members appear to have read "The
Art of War" by Sun-Tzu. In his classic work,
Sun-Tzu says that success in battle depends
on deception. Specifically, Sun-Tzu recommends, If able, appear unable" and "if they
are strong, avoid them."
It looks like the board simply desires
to postpone any decision about the ECP
until either the politicians or the students have lost interest. It is in the
board's best interest, and in the best
interest of the individual board members, to avoid a decision at all costs.
Unfortunately, as always, the eventual losers in this struggle will be the student body
of JMU. Short of occupying buildings and
shutting down the university, students have
little power vis-a-vis the board, and, therefore, have little chance of seeing a victory.

■ Letter to the Editor
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Protectionist measures
hurt economy, security
E-mail dans and paU lo hmzedp@halmaU.cam
Dam A Paly air submitted annmmousrv and pruned an a spacea\ailahle basis Mniunu an- based upon one person s opinion of a
ft ii vi Mlualum. person or e\rm and do not necessarily reflect the Inah

J. BarkleyRosser Jr.

Pat...

Dart...

A "the-smile-was-an-added-bonus"
pat to the guy in the Office of the
Kc'Kistrar who told me it was all right to
turn in my December graduation application four months late.
From a girl who was dreading explaining lo
her parent* Dial she wouU be a sixth-year senior.

A "you-were-supposcd-to-learn-'nobutts-no-cuts'-in-third-grade" dart to all
of the jerks who cut in line for concert
tickets to see 311.
From a very agitated and upset line of people who didn't get floor tickets because of you.

Dart...

Pat...

An I-think-I-srx'ak-for-thtMTitire-classwrxTi-i-say-please-shut-your-mourh" dart to
ON annoying curly hailed girl in my sociology claw I'lc.isc stop asking questions and
blurting out ignorant responses every class.
From a student who knows that people
im IKI question is a dumb question," but
think' you are just a plain idiot.

Pat...

A "thank-you-so-much" pat to the guy
who returned my IPOD that I left behind
in math class.
From a forgetful girl iiVw never tltougli! tun
would he a guy as nice as you on OMdM ;clic
wouldn't keep it for himself.

Dart...

A ' tlianks-for-being-so-awesomc" pat to
my best friend for leaving me a card in my
mailbox so it wouldn't be empty.
Front a girl u'lto feels lucky to have you
in her life and hopes you realize she'd rather
have 100 memories with you than one memory with 100 people.
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A "the-last-time-l-chw-ked-we-were-living-in-a-free-country" dart to the two graduate students who passed judgment on
those who don't agree with homosexuality
because of n'ligious reasons.
Fnmt a student wlio believes in free speech
and hopes you will become as tolerant and knou^
edgeahle about religion as you are of homosexuals

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for all the triumphs which
have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison

Letter* to the editor thould he no more than KO wonk.
column* ihould he no more than 1.000 wiird*. and both
will he puhluhed on a w^acr available ham. They mutt be
delivered ID TV Breeze hy noun Tuesday or S p.m Friday
TV Breere rciervct the riitlit to edit (or Jani\ .mJ tftU
The opinion! in this MCttofl do n..t nrc.-tt.inly reflect
the opinion .* the newtrxpet, thit Huff, orjamet
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In an editorial in the Sept.
29 issue of The Breeze, Adam
Sharp notes the following
facts — first, China has been
growing more rapidly economically than the United
States in recent years. Second,
military power tends to correlate with economic strength.
Third, the Chinese yuan
(currency) has a fixed exchange
rate with the U.S. dollar Fourth,
recent job losses in manufacturing in the United States have
resulted from competition from
Chinese imports.
Finally, China recently has
been helping to finance the large
US. budget deficit by purchasing substantial amounts of US.
government securities. Sharp
concludes that the United States
should engage in an "aggressive, protectionist" policy to
slow down Chinese exports to
the United States and its ivonomic growth so that they will
not threaten U.S. jobs or national security in the future.
Regarding China's economic growth, many countries are
growing more rapidly than the
United States, especially poorer countries that are catching
up to the United States and
other more advanced countries. China only recently has
moved into being a lower-middle income country rather than
a desperately poor country.
However, millions of its
citizens still are very poor.
Slowing them down economically would condemn millions to remain in poverty.
Furthermore, poorer countries that grow rapidly tend to
slow their growth rates naturally as their incomes rise Thus,
many Americans were hysterical about Japanese growth prior
to 1990, when it grew more rapidly than the United States.
Since then, however, it has
grown less rapidly than the
United States. Nobody is freaking out about japan today,
even though Japan buys more
U.S. government securities
than does China.
Regarding the correlation
between economic strength
and military power, this is cer-

tainly the case. However,
China historically never has
been very aggressive, and
there is no reason to expect it
to be in the future.
If anybody should be concerned about a militarily strong
China, it would China's immediate neighbors — especially
Taiwan — which China claims
as part of its nation. It is probable thai China will (relabsorb
Taiwan sooner or later.
China's historical approach to
military strength has been largely defensive, to keep aggressive
foreigners at bay, such as the
Mnlish who defeated them in the
Opium Wars of 18.19 to 1842 and
took over Hong Kong as a result,
holding it until 1997.
Currently, Sharp's "weak
and whiney" France is a greater
military power than China,
with more military spending,
more nuclear weapons, partn ipation in the first Gulf War and
the Afghan War on the US ride
and troops active in several
African nations.
Regarding the low fixed
exchange rate, although many
in the United States complain
that the yuan is undervalued
and should be made to float
again-.! Ihe dollar, it is not definite that it would go up in
value if it did float. Although
China has a bilateral trade surplus with the United States, it
had an overall trade deficit in
the second quarter of this year,
importing more from some of
its neighbors than it exports to
the United States.
The U.S. trade deficit with
China has declined to about
$55 billion this year from
slightly over $100 billion last
year. The more than $400 billion overall U.S. trade deficit
reflects the high rate of consumer spending — and low
savings — by Americans compared with other countries.
Regarding manufacturing
job losses, certainly there have
been job kisses in the electorally
important Midwest industrial
belt in the United States, with
some of these due to import
competition and some speciH*t TKAOK. page «
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for Arnold
•huurzeneggerbecause,
he's big and fuzzy"

i Muhleman

Kara Norcross

freshman. pre-SMAI)

_

graduate .student, ai.

^^ Who would you vote for to be governor of California?
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TRADE: History shows protectionist
actions hurt world economy, cause war
TRAM-:, from page 7
cally from Chinese imports.
However, efforts at protectionism generally backfire badly in
terms of employment.
Thus, recently the George
W. Bush administration decided to pnitect jobs in the hardhit steel industry by import
tariffs that violated our international treaty agreements.
Quite aside from thoroughly
annoying our trading partners.
the higher price of steel resulting from these tariffs triggered
serious job losses in U.S.
industries that use steel, such
as autos. u'lisumcr appliances
and commercial construction
DucAll estimates suggest
that three jobs have been lost in
the U.S. economy because of
these tariffs for every one job
saved in the steel industry. More
dramatically, in 1930, thc'Unitcd
States passed the Smoot-Hawley
tariff to "protect American jobs
from foreign imports."
Foreigners retaliated by raising their tariffs; international
trade collapsed and we went
into the Great Depression. By

19.13, the United States had a 25
percent unemployment rate,
and Adolf Hitler was elected
chancellor of Germany on a
promise of full employment He
succeeded in the latter when
World War II began.
As for China's purchase, of
U.S. governmental securities,
the solution is that the United
States should not be running
such large budget deficits that
require the United States to
borrow so much from foreign
countries. As it is. both Japan
and China are buying our
growing national debt in order
to prevent their currencies
from floating upward.
On the one hand, if they
were to stop such buying, their
currencies might rise in value
against the dollar — although
maybe not for the Chinese yuan
as noted above — thereby making them less competitive in
selling us their gixxis.
On the other hand, the cessation of such purchases very
likely would force up interest
rates in order to attract other
buyers of our rising national

debt. This would hurt our
housing market and residential
construction industry — which
have been important engines
in recent U.S. economic growth
— thereby causing layoffs in
those industries instead of the
import-competing industries
More generally, a policy of
"aggressive
protectionism
against China would threaten
to plunge the United States
into a deeper alienation from
the rest of the world than it
already is experiencing, an
alienation that Sharp cites
when he argues for our need to
protect ourselves against the
allegedly aggressive Chinese.
The world is already in danger of a broader breakdown of
international trade due to rising
protectionist pressures, which
could, in the worst case scenano, trigger a repeat of the
1930s. Far from protecting either
the US. economy or its national
security, an "aggressive, protectionist" policy would serve to
threaten both seriously.
(. BarWcy Rosscr />.» a pmfrs
sor ofeconomics.

■ Laugh Lines

Recollections on elementary
school, bus drivers, nurses
DeanCamp
If you've ever seen "Full
Metal')acket." "Saving I'm ale
Ryan," "Platoon," "We Were
Sikliers," "Apocalypse Now"
or any episode of "Band ot
Brothers,' then you know
exactly the type of thing I had to
endure throughout elementary
and middle schixil
Actually, my years in earlygrade school probably more
doaely resembled
'Tici.il
Goes West" or "A Very Brady
Sequel," but I was really
\oung so they seemed much
more frightening back then
like when your parents take
\ou to the circus tor the tirst
•line, and the bearded lady hits
on you II you haven't seen
any of Ihe aforementioned
movies, there's no need to
worry — although I am thoroughlv disappointed, and you
a ill ivceivc an incomplete"
on your semester assessment.
Every day of elemental v
school began with the bus nde
to school. Bus rides were
always an onjovablc blend of
blurry ncighborhcxxls. penlous
speeding and sudden, fore'le.ul -to-seatback braking.
At no point during my
entire tenure as an elementary
school student did my bus
driver indicate in any way that
he knew he wasn't playing an
arcade racing game. I wouldn't have trusted this guybehind the Wheel of Fortune,
much less the wheel of a bus
filled with 10-year-olds.
By fourth grade, I was convinced that my bus driver must
have learned different lyrics to
the song, "The Wheels on the
Bus." His version seemed to go
something like — "The wheels
on the bus go round and
'round, over a kitten, over a
kitten. The wheels on the Inis
go up on two wheels, through
that guv s garden, through that
guy's garden.
"The wheels on the bua
grind to a screeching halt, for no
apparont reason, Ki, k over that
kitten, all the live-long day."
Tin-*- were always memorable
tunes, and tor those ol you who
never have seen a leveled stop
sign, the irony is so Intel— that
it can give vou a hcidacluThe driver bussed us back
home in a similar fashion
after school, the only difference being that In the morning he was still hung over
from the previous evening,

whereas, by the afternoon, he
already had begun drinking
for the next evening.
The school obviously was
aware of the very trustworthy individuals they had at
the helm because the average
school bus contained, by my
count, eight to 10 emergency
exits. I distinctly remember
that my bus in elementary
school actually had a fire exit
on the ceiling
This was because the school's
administration didn't put it past
their drivers to flip a bus and
. .itch it on tire at the same time.
I'm not saying that vou should
have to be a genius to drive a
school bus — all I'm saving is
that I think you should have
passed the grade of the children
you're driving home.
However, the bus rides were
not the scariest part of the day.
The most traumatic parts of any
child's elementary school days
were those times he or she had
to spend with the school nurse.
School nurses are the angriest people on the face of the
planet and can, when irrit.itul
— by, say, a whimpering 6-yearold — breath fire out of both
ends. I would walk in to a
National Association of School
Nurses convention just as
.jiiukly as I would jump into
Hie middle of the Pacific soaked
in blood and wearing a sign
that says, "Sharks suck."
Nobody really is sure what
causes school nurses to be so
fed up, mainly because all
attempted tests on the subject
have resulted in one or all of
the practitioners being turned
to stone. However, I have
three theories.
One theory involves a
■haved Welsh corgi and a catapult, but I believe it is inappropriate to discuss details at this
juncture. Maybe later
My second theory is not
developed fully yet, but is
baaed on the fact that anyone
forced to sit in a small,
square, light beige or lima
green room all day surely will
not be firing on all cylinders
by the end of the month.
I lowever, my thud, and perhaps most plaiisiNc. theory is
that schixil nurvs an- so hitter
Ixxause they are school nurses.
Obviously, if you are an elementary scluxil nurse, your life
did not "take Ihe route" you
"anted it to. You might even
say it "off-roaded into a big pile

of excrement" at some point.
School nurse is strictly a job
that people get stuck with after
several demotions. Nobody
completes their medical training and thinks, "Well, I enjoy
working the field. I've studied
it now tor several years, and
I'd like focus on those ailments
curable by either a Band-Aid
or a tampon. That's where my
heart is. Neosporin and Kotex
are my callm
Or, for mstan. e. vou'II never
hear children say, "Hey do you
want to play doctor?"
"Nan, let's play middle
school nurse!"
"All right! You get the pillow, I'll get the hall passes!"
Whichever theory is correct
matters not What matters is
that, should you ever visit the
school nurse again, you sport a
Kevlar vest and codpiece.
Another terrifying time in
my school was the monthly
spelling bee. This was a competition in which the teacher
lined all of us up against a wall
and. like some firing range of
academic failure, would tell
each student to go sit down if
he misspelled the given word.
I was notoriously sucky at
this and if I ever did, by some
miracle, spell a word correctly,
the teacher immediately would
call up Webster so he and his
lexKonic goons could come up
with a new way to spell it
"Lamb. L-A-M-B. Lamb."
Teacher: "I'm sorry. Dean.
Wrong again. I ami1 isn't spelled
with a V at the end. It's spelled
with a 'IT.'"
Me: "But, we're not in
Russia. I'm sure of that because
it was the only question I got
correct in the geography bee."
Teacher "Well Dean, that's
the way God wrote it, and he
probably doesn't appreciate
you making fun of him.
Me: "But I —"
Teacher "Snack time!"
However, elementary and
middle school weren't too overwhelming for me. 1 usually was
preoccupied with practicing to
become a professional tennis
player, although I always took
tune out between matchi*. to
partake in comical, quick-witted exchanges about boys and
shopping with my best friends.
No wait, maybe that's
"Blossom" I'm thinking of.
Yeah, school did suck.
Dow Camp is a soplumort
SrVMD major.

How can people agree with you unless they know what you think?
And how can people know what you think unless you submit a
column or a letter to the editor to bretztopinion@kotmail.com?

"PURPLE
COMING
AND PEP RALLY!
Friday, October 10, 2003
PARADE: 5 p.m. along Bluestone & Carrier Drives
Gather your friends and bring a blanket to Hanson Field for a great view of this annual
Homecoming tradition. You wont want to miss this eventl

PEP RALLY: 5:30 p.m. on the Commons
The Student Ambassadors invite you to continue the festivities after the parade. Come out
and show off your JMU pride! There will be be FREE food, games, entertainment, prizes, and
only 1,000 SGA Purple Out T-shirts to be given away.
Questions? E-mail tagyecm@jmu edu or visit vywwjmu edu/homecoming
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Oct. 6). This is the year to get to work on all those creative projects. You'll have energy
and imagination, but you'll also need flexibility. You'll be learning as you go along.

i

3

'

u

*V~ Today is a 6 - A technological advance is
^fes/ woajdprful. nut also it brings ,i bigger mes*
Jj tor you to clean up. Proceed with caution
and follow the directions.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

$

P Pj
»

Scorpio Od. 23-Nov. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 6 - It could be hard to get away
I to be with a dear friend. Don't get \
into more of a jam - call or drop a note if
you can't visit yrt.

I Today is a 7 - You should be able to relax a
little with someone you love. An energetic
game would be a great way to let off steam.

^ Today is a 7 - What you already knew
"ft
may clash with something you're being
rflfei* taught. Do you nml to protect yourself
w
against new ways of seeing? Not always.

^_ -* Today is a 7 - You're generous to a fault,
^^taJ but with a loved one it really isn't neces^^TJ sary. You're valued for who you are, not
for what you can provide.

j^at
1^^
w^\
■*

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

Today is a 7 - Turn down a chance to partidpate in .i game th.it you can't afford.
Your time and money is spent better
working toward building a secure future.

—Tribune Media Services

Solutions to Last Issue' s Puzzle

RlDDLl of the Day
What is open
when it is closed,
and closed when
it is open?
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The woman was a justice
of the peace.
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ACROSS
1 Wanes
5 Test score
10 Iowa State
location
14 Dark, rich soil

.
,0

48 Breathe
heavily

49 Categorize
51
52
54
56
58
61

Mine find
Fauna display
Basker's aim
Market town
Begged
Roams
stealthily
64 Three trees

16 Back of the
neck
17 Three trees
20 Sanctuary
21 Alerted
22 Chorus
section
24 Double Dl
25 Superman's
letter

66 Chelsea
carriage
67 React to a
bad pun

26 Prohibit
28 Tallow material
30 Largest of
seven
32 Cambodian
cash
34 Crude
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Today is a 7 - You may be feeling tough
iff ^| enough to stand up to a stern taskmaster.
^3" First, make sure you're right. Go over the
data again.

0

57

53

so

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

A Vf Today is a 7 - You're excellent at helping
^^nl others set priorities. That s good, because
J^J" ,r"'y need you again. Look for ways you
^^^ can help.

18
52

s
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43

|\ Today is a 6 - Take it easy for a little while.
•^k*1 Don't push too hard You could break
^^9f something that's precious and fragile

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

-

M

^«»i Today Is a 6 -Friends may be excited about
vlU something that's on sale, or some other way
ttW to spend your money. You can still love
them deariy without taking their advice.

a

■

20

Today is a 7 - Your creative talents may be
stymied by a lack of education. Don't
make expensive mistakes. Get an experienced tutor to help you practice the skills
you need.

Taurus April 20-May 20

^ . Today Is an H - It might be best to keep
ftiy '■"<" newest theory to yourself. Don't for/]\ gat te just don't see* publicity till the
bugs are worked out.

■

!T

1/

Aries March 21 -April 19

l
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68 Mozart opera,
fan Tutti"
69 Gillette blade
70 Increase
suddenly
71 Earthly
paradise

35 Thurible
38 Off-the-cuff

-

«

S3

06

il
"

DOWN
1 Isle near
Corsica

41 Ninnyhammer
44 German POW

2 Long scarves
3 Three trees
4 Miniature
5 Fashion
magazine
6 Knock
7 Sacred bull
8 Jeans material
9 Funereal
10 Latin handle
11 Three trees
12 Fencer's
swords

13 Transmits
18 Off one's
rocker
19 Plants with
aromatic seeds
23Cauterize
26 Boast

camps
46 Camp-stove
fuel
50 Change
direction
52 Mothers of
Invention
leader

53 '60s creative
movement
56 Indian
statesman
57 Philosopher
Joslah
59 Thompson
or Lazarus
60 Entrance
62 Zap with light
63 Body covering
65 Obstacle to
free speech?

27 Verdi opera
29 Branchlets
31 Early Peruvian
33 Capital of
Peru
36 Abu Dhabi
ruler
37 Memorizing
process
39 Breed of fowl

comment
40 Kid
42 Likeable loser
43 Greek letters
45 Letters for
Republicans
47 Mine entrance

ikWT BE k

•flWRKr IN TO JVLJLKE Y0VR iUSHffijQtaT
FOR TU 20CH-2005 SC300L YULRI
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
^E local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday • Friday
8:30-5:30
1068 N Lola Lane
432-0600
www.lbjllmitad.com
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Punching takes on new
meaning for students in
kickboxing classes
Story by staff writer Erin Lee • Photos by photo editor Kristy Nicolich

u

I ook! Cross! Jab! Uppercut! More
JL JL and more students have a
knowledge of what it takes to perform
these four words, since they seem to be taking an increasing interest in kickboxing.
This workout appears to have become the
latest approach to getting in shape, as well
as learning self-defense moves.
Kickboxing incorporates upper -and
lower-body strength into the workout, according to kickboxing instructor Harold
Halterman, owner of Halterman Karate and
Kickboxing. The moves utilize the entire
body, including the legs. arms, back and
abdominal muscles. The workout gives
strength, as well as providing cardiovascular
fitness. According to senior Jeni Cox, a UREC
group fitness instructor, every person will
bum a different amount of calories in a kickboxing class, depending on what intensity the
participant exerts throughout the class

—U
/ always wanted to try kickboxing,
but the fact that they were
offering it through JMU really
pushed me to do it.
-Kim Clark
senior

95
1 l.il lerman. owner of Halterman Karate and
Kickboxing, has been at the studio for 26 years.
He is internationally certified to teach and has
been in the martial arts for 35 years.
Halterman also has been teaching a kickboxing class through the JMU kinesiology
department for 10 years. It is an eight-week,
one-credit class taught at his studio.
"I always wanted to try kickboxing,"
said senior Kim Clark, a member of the
class, "but the fact that they were offering
it through JMU really pushed me to do it."
She said that it is a great workout and that
It's virtually impossible to leave class
without breaking a sweat.
Halterman developed a new kind of
kickboxing called Moshi, which means
fierce warrior. This class has less aerobics
and is focused more on technique, while
still maintaining a cardio workout.
The class also teaches self-defense. "It

.

teaches you real kickboxing with the correct punches and kicks, as well as being
able to get fit without getting hit,
Halterman said. One of his main goals is
enabling students to knock over a 275pound bag with ease.
Senior David Engel never had taken
kickboxing before and is taking the class
through JMU. "I would recommend this
class to anyone, even those who are not in
that great of shape," Engel said.
Me rxplained that he has learned tactile moves and self-defense, as well as
aggressive moves such as blocks, attacks,
kicks and punches.
UREC also offers kickboxing, as well as boxing fitness and athletic box classes. The classes
can be signed up for through the UREC Web
site, www.jmu.rdu/rtcTealion. In the kickboxing
class, no equipment is used, according to Cox.
It is similar to a Taebo class in that way. In the
boxing fitness and athletic box classes, however, participants use wraps and gloves, along
with punching bags. The athletic box class is
similar to boxing fitness, but the only difference
is that athletic drills are added for athletic box,
such as jumping rope or sprinting around
cones, according to Cox.
Senior Sara Stanford has taken the classes at UREC and currently is in
Halterman's kinesiology class. She
thinks that the classes offered by UREC
differ from Moshi because the Moshi classes
are focused not on getting an aerobic workout,
but more on technique. "I wish the class was a
full semester long because it's a great class to
take for an elective credit," she said.
Stanford exercised on her own before
taking the class, but has found that she is
stronger and more flexible and credits it to
to the fact that kickboxing works many different muscles. She also thinks that it is a
great alternative to an everyday workout
and a great stress reliever.
Junior Lindsay Cranwel) also takes the
classes at UREC. She prefers the boxing classes to the kickboxing because she gets to hit
the punching bags, and it is a better stress
reliever. "It's a fun way to get your exercise
in, and it is motivating having a teacher
doing it with you." Cranwell said.
Halterman Karate and Kickboxing is located at 95 North Main St. More information
about the classes can be found at Halterman's
Web site, wwwhaller7nankarale.com. Other
health clubs in the area include Harrisonburg
Fitness Center at 381N. Mason St. and Every
Body's Gym at 44 Miller Circle.
So, if one is feeling stressed and tired of
doing the same old workout, kickboxing could
be just the thing to spice up that workout and
provide self-defense at the same time.
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Join in the
Homecoming Spirit!

Weekend Pizza Break!
Large 2 Topping Pizza
with 2 Liter Soda $9.99
Available Fridays 5pm-Ipm
and Saturdays 11am - 8pm

WITH EVERY "PVRHE POWER"

Call 568-3371 for pickup at Festival
lallaw 30 minutes]

SANDWICH PURCHASED, 6ET A

Diarnt Dinars, Hex aal Cask accepted

FREE PURHE DOG PAW TATTOO/
LlMITFD TIME ONIV, WHUE QUANTITIES WST.

Available at:

I Have you been to
Lakeside lately?
2 TVs with your favorite
$ shows, great food and
*
a cool new look!
Come check it out!
Located downstairs
in Chandler Hall

Mill

■ ) I I t ••

III! | | I | • i

contact UPB at
568-6217 for
more details.

great seats still available!
24 with JAC Card (2 ticket limit)
29 without JAC Card
Warren Box Office

10.24 @ 8pm
JMU Convocation Center
register to win a snowboard with every ticket purchase,
courtesy of:
winner drawn on day of concert.

ski &

AXE
■Nro.hH*

log onto http://upb.imu.edu for
more information.

MONDAY, OCT.

■ Saturday in the park

STYLE

Close-to-campus parks
provide students with outdoor leisure, recreation.
see story pact 14
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"1 like the way the film was shot and how
the dreams morphed into reality."
JESSICA JACKSON

freshman

FRANCE INDIAAUSTRAUA ITALY

FLICKS

CANACA

Stats show
foreign film
interest
waning
BY GARRKTT ENGLISH

contributing writer
Until just a few years
ago, a Jackie Chan subtitled
film was about as close as
most American youths ever
came to seeing a foreign film
in the United States.
According to a study published in The Economist magazine, foreign films only took
in 0.5 percent of VS. film
receipts in the late 1990s, a
dramatic fall from grossing 10
percent during the mid1970s. Looking at the statistics, some would say baby
boomers were almost 20
times more likely than their
children to catch a foreign
flick in a theater.
Ironically, it seems technological advancements theoretically would have exposed
Generation X to a higher level
of international awareness.
Foreign films, however,
have not disappeared from
society, despite a seeminglylower level of interest, and the
dawning of the 21st century
even may signify an end to the
dark ages of foreign cinema
viewing in the United States.
During 2002,54 French-language films played commercially in North America, seven
from Spanish-speaking countries, 33 from India (the sole
remaining active ethnic circuit)
and six to hi from Germany,
Italy, Scandinavia, Asia and the
Middle Fast. Adding in a smattering of selections from other
countries, tile overall total was
more than 150 titles, according
to uvnomovitcitynewsxem.
Pictures like "Crouching
Tiger, Midden Dragon" (grossing over $1284 million, according to unvw.movies.com) and
"AmeBe" (grossing over $18
million in DVD sales alone,
according to www.movies.com)
have Been huge hits with the
American audiences.
Which begs the question,
— do these successes serve
as isolated events, or do
they indicate a new trend
toward foreign film viewing
in the United States?
Although foreign films
seem to have received added
attention in recent years, they
have yet to establish a major
and permanent presence in
American cinemas. This is
evident by the fact that while
numerous "Best of 2002"
see FILM, page tt

Karaoke Night*
has great sound,
lacking vocals

According to a study
published in The Economist
magazine, foreign films only
took in 0.5 percent of U.S.
film receipts in the late
1990s, a dramatic fall from
grossing 10 percent during
the mid-1970s.

BY KELLY JASPER

senior writer

MIC9o^I£ALJA .
IRAN
ITALY

lUtfHffll

IRENE WAZGOWSKA/
twmbuttnii pht*t<ftrQi>Ktr
phoio illuttmion by
LAURA IXANfphotv fthlot
Foreign film fans
wait at the
Graft on Stovall
Theatre box office
to purchase tick
•ts for last week's
International Rim
Festival, sponsored by the
University Program
Board and the
Mndison
International
Association.

International Film Festival
turnout implies interest not dead
BY SHAYLA GIVENS

contributing writer
As the lights dimmed and the projectors
began to roll, the second annual International
Film Week, sponsored by the University
Program Board, locked off Wednesday night
al Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
The first movie on the agenda was "Lucia,
Lucia." (2003) a Mexican film directed by
Antonio Serrano ("Sex, Shame and Tears"). The
title role is played by actress Cecelia Roth ("All
About My Mother"), who jusl has been deserted by her husband. As she struggles rhnxigh
the emotions of anger, abandonment and confuskxi, I um is comforted by her new friends
Felix (Carkis Alvarez-Novoa, "Nudos") and
Adrian (Kuno Becker, "Isla Bella") — both
neighbors in her apartment complex. Together,

the three travel on a journey of Lucia's self-discovery while attempting to find her husband.
The line between real and imaginary
became thinner as the pkit progressed, and
Lucia's vivid creativity as an author interjected into her daily actions — from her true
appearance to her husband's profession.
This kept the audience constantly guessing,
but provided for many entertaining scenes.
"I liked the way the film was shot and
how the dreams morphed into reality,"
freshman Jessica Jackson said.
Also noted are Serrano's use of 360degree pans and numerous close-ups of the
three main actors, particularly when they
first arc becoming acquainted with one
another. This technique emphasizes the
w FEST, page 15

With two upcoming show**,
the Japanese rock cover band
Karaoke Night*, formerly
known as "engRish," will
make its Harris*mburg debut
to promote the release of its
first alternative rock album,
"15 to 15 minutes from now."
Featuring solid guitar riffs
and poetic lyrics, much of the
compact disc is mellow, but
also incorporates both hard
rock and pop-sounding beats.
While Karaoke Night*'s
instrumental experimentation
creates a diverse array of
sounds, the vocals are monotone and forced.
The unimpressive vocals
are, however, outweighed
by the talents of guitar player Doug Stanford, a junior,
and bass player
Ron
Williamson, a junk*at Virginia
Commonwealth University,
who both sing on the album.
'Toshi," the band's affectionately nicknarned drum machine,
rounds out the group.
The strength of Stanford's
and Williamson's playing
carries the sound of the
band. But, as soon as the
singing begins, the anticipation of a great song, built by
the instrumental introductions, dies.
Frequent guitar solos
pump many of the songs
back to life, but the energy
fades as the singing resumes.
With a sound that resembles Bright Eyes and They
Might Be Giants, Karaoke
Night' blends alternative
rock with emotional lyrics
and a jam-rock beat similar
tothatofO.A.R.
Five of the CD's six tracks,
all written by the band, deal
directly with relationships.
"I'm with you,'' the opening track, tells of uncertainty
of beginning new relationships. The song "tonight"
describes the longing and
intimacy of relationships.
Both tracks begin with
unique guitar leads that
grow even stronger as the
songs progress.
Focusing on change and
challenges in relationships,
"slip away" features some
of the strongest guitar and
bass of the whole album,
but also the weakest
vocals. As the only sentimental ballad, the song
balances the others on the

album, which features a
more abrasive sound.
The
tracks
"hotron
waitron" and "while doug
cleans the gutters" stand
distinctly apart from the
majority of the songs.
The first experiments
with a faster tempo, spastic
style and abstract lyrics.
The second incorporates a
funkier, upbeat rhythm
that contrasts the darker
lyrics of the song.
Finally, "cold november"
concludes the album as the
hardest, most caustic song
by Karaoke Night*.
The harsh vocal stylings
are most consistent with the
experimental techniques used
by the musicians, and create a
more cohesive feel than any
other song on the album.
Tracks range in length
from just over a minute and a
half to over five and a half
minutes. But, the band's variety doesn't stop there.
With a sound that oscillates from lethargic to passionate and almost every gradient in between. Karaoke
Night* could establish a large
local fan base as it makes its
Harrisonburg debut in the
upcoming week
But without captivating
vocals, potential fans might
confuse Karaoke Night*'s
sound with that of karaoke
nights at Harrisonburg's
local bars.
The group of 20-yearolds will play Oct. 9 in PC
Ballroom. Doors open at 6
p.m. and tickets are $2.
Karaoke Night* will open
for Adelyn, formerly known
as Jivestreet.
Karaoke Night* will
headline at Mainstreet Bar
& Grill Oct 14. Doors will
open at 8 p.m. and tickets
are $5 ($8 for under 21).
Advance tickets and
CDs are available by emailing info@knrock.com or
visiting the band's Web site
at www.knrock.com.

Verdict is in: men, women never can be 'just friends'
BY ANDREA LANOE

contributing writer

In the 1989 mmantic comedy
"When Harry Met Sally," Han-y
(Billy Crystal) tells Sally (Meg
Ryan), "Men and women can't
be friends because the sex part
always gets in the way." Not
just sex, but sexual attraction,
makes friendship between men
and women impossible. Even
when the attraction is onesided, it won't work — he says
— because "the sex thing is
already out there so the friendship is ultimately doomed."
Thinking about this scene
from the movie, 1 started wondering if Harry was right. At the
end of the movie, Harry and
Sally realize they are in love,
and they get married So, they
never really were friends.
I've had guy friends confess
to having secret crushes on me,
and I've had secret crushes on
guy friends. So those weren't
really friendships, either.

In life, especially in college, it
seems more men and women are
forming ckxse friendships than
ever before. But can these relationships really be called friendships?
Or is Harry right — does "the sex
thing" make it impossible? The
question remains — can men ami
women really ever be friends?
No, they cannot. At least, nol
in the same way they can be
friends with members of the
same sex. Before you protest,
wait. There's an explanation.
First of all, in opposite-sex
friendships, you really never
know what your friend thinks
of you. Men are horny, and
when they are in college, they
are at their sexual peak. In the
movie, Harry says men want to
sleep with their female friends,
even those they don't find
attractive. This may be because,
biologically, men are made to
"spread their seed" as often and
with ,is many people as possible. So, even if men never admil
it, chances are they've thought

of their female friends in a sexual way. And it's not just the
men thinking dirty thoughts.
ladies may not be quite as
testostenme-pumped as men,
but they still have needs Women
also lust after some of their guy
friends and sometimes achieve
full-blown crushes on them.
For both men and women,
just having these feelings,
even though they never are
acted upon, is enough to make
the relationship something
other than friendship.
You may think you are in the
clear — "But 1 have guy/girl

mends, and there is no sexual
tenskm involved." You can call
those friendships, but I think
they are something else When
you an' friends with someone of
the opposite sex. you do different
tilings with them, relate to them
in a different way and pmbably
have off-limits subfects of conversation, like sex. These relationships provide insight into the
world of the opposite sex, making them great for love advice,
but in the end th«\ just aren't as
deep as your same-sex friendships are. It's almost as though
they are a different subset of

friendship, but are called friendship because we don't have
another word to describe it.
Even if both of you are
already in relationships, opposite-sex friendship still can't happen. Being in a committed relationship doesn't change the possibility of sexual attraction for
others; your commitment to one
person doesn't make you
immune to the charms of others.
In fact, it is even harder to have
opposite-sex friends while part
of a couple because now you
have jealous boyfriends and girlfriends Involved. They feel
threatened by the friendship
because it seems to imply that
there is something this friend
offers you that they cannot. Then
they suspect you may be attracted to your friend — and relationship tension ensues.
But the main reason that men
and women cannot be friends is
that friendship is just steps awav
from love. If you are truly friends
with someone, not just drinking

pals or study buddies, then you
are already very ckse with them.
You get along well, have common interests, have matching
senses of humor, etcetera.
With thus person you have
found the elusive "good personality" that everyone seeks in relationships It works like an aphrodisiac — you start out not really
attracted to someone and then
develop feelings for them
thmugh friendship. It's more
"true love" than "love at first
sight." Once you get akmg so well
that you cm call it friendship, the
other stuff flows naturally.
I think Harry is right — the
"sex thing'' is a big deal, and it
devs get in the way of malefemale friendships. We can't differentiate our sexual natures
from the rest of us; we can't
"rum them off" for the sake of
friendship. So we have to find a
way to truly just be friends with
the opposite sex. Any and all
suggestions on how to deal in
the meantime are welcome.
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Just another walk through the park
Community public places lend peace, tranquility in natural settings
BY ELI/ABKTH BAKRON

contributing writer
C laatta are finished for the
day, the sun is shining and the
leaves m turning.
Now is the time to savor
the season by hitting the trails
or relaxing at one of the
H.irnsimburg's local parks.
Purcell I'ark, Hillandale
I'ark and the Edith J. Carrier
Arboretum all are within a 15mile radius of the JML campus
Students easily can access them
In *\,ilking, biking or driving.
Purcdl Park is le» than a mile
rmm the Quad. Junior Jesi
Fullertm describes it as "a nice
place to get away from campus or
apartment living and just relax."
The park has tennis courts,
bMeball ItH.l-. two playgrounds, a 1.5-mile long trail
and picnic •.heller- The trail is

nice to run on, too; |it's| sort of
challenging," Fullerton said.
The path follows the perimeter of Purcell Park and cuts
across its open fields, providing
a welcome change from the
treadmill "I like playing and
goofing off on the playground,
too," Fullerton said.
To get to Purcell Park from
South Main Street, take a left
onto Monument Avenue shortly after the intersection of
South Main Street and Port
Republic Road.
Hillandale Park, which hosted the recent International
Festival, also appeals to JMU students looking for a place to get
away. It has basketball courts, a
sand volleyball court, picnic shelters, a reprod uction of .1 log cabin
and a 13-mile king trail.
"The path goes through
wooded areas that are pretty

shaded, and there are stations
all along the way where you can
stop and do things like sit-ups,
pull-ups and various stretches,"
senkir Heather Vance said.
Junior Peder Brakke also
has exercised at Hillandale
Park. "It's got some nice trails
(for running)," he said. "It has
more trees (than Purcell)."
To get to Hillandale Park
,take a right onto Hillandale
Avenue from South High Street.
It is about 1.5 miles from campus.
The Arboretum is located
off of University Boulevard,
near the JMU Convocation
Center. The Arboretum is more
than a park with trails. It is "the
only active, publicly-oriented
arboretum on a Virginia statesupported university campus,"
according to the Arboretum
Web site, urww.jrmi.edu/arrnm'tumhnain.html. The Web site

explains that contributors from
public and private sectors
"provide a place in which to
enjoy and leam about one of
the world's most valuable
resources — its plants."
Newlyweds Willis and Amy
Weber ('03) went on dates at
the Arboretum.
"We used to go walk
around |the trails], sit by the
pond and feed enormous
fish," Willis Weber said. The
Arboretum is listed as a place
to visit at www.virgimaronwnticgetawaifsxom.
The Arboretum also has a
small labyrinth for the purpose
of meditation.
"The labyrinth is a good
source of relaxation, but you
have to understand the meditative nature of it," junior Christy
Dahlkemper Mid. "If you don't,
thm it is just a pattern."

Harrisonburg's
LOCAL PABICS6
Purcell Park
features: tennis courts, 1.5-mile long trail,
baseball fields, picnic shelters

Hillandale Park
features: basktball courts, sand
volleyball courts, 1.3-mile long trail,
picnic shelters

Edith J. Carrier
Arboretum
features: fish pond, labyrinth,
trails, gardens
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Come party with

MR. CHEEKS!
Friday, October 10
PC Ballroom
10pm-3am
$8 w/JAC, $10 without
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Lotus reinvents vibe
for its ability to get crowds moving. Although electronica music
is "repetitive in nature," according to senior Casey McCinty, the
exploratory guitar work and
underlying synthesizer drones
kept the show exciting.
Guitarist Mike Rempel is
bursting with simple ideas, which
he skillfully executes in a solid,
deliberate manner — but, only
when he chooses to do so. Most of
the time, Rempel selflessty puts his
own abilities aside in order to give
in to the groove and increase the
unity of the band's sound.
Each band member adds to
the overall "one sound of the
group that we're trying to create,"
Rempel said. It's whafs behind
Rempel's simple, melodic guitar
parts that gets people moving.
Brothers Luke (guitar) and
(ess Miller (bass) are the foundation of each groove. The boys'
strength is that they can play
quietly together — something
found very rarely in a jam band.
l-nergy levels are lifted and
then dropped down again with
the solid techno beats hammered out by drummer Steve
Clemens. Percussionist Chuck
Morris adds the electronica flavor to the band. His use of electronic samples often leaves the
minds of the listeners searching for a place to land.
Needless to say, this collaborative effort is an elegant move
away from the typical "guitar
masturbation" aspect of the jam
band scene. The band seeks to
unite both musically with each
other and interactively with the
crowd through their danceinducing music.
For more information on
Lotus, visit the band's Web sile,
urd*v.lotusi>ibes.com.

,

BY MIKE CKOWI I

contributing writer
Picturv an "efcctiuruc.i club.''
But, this one's different — a fleet
of poorly gnxmied, yet seemingly
comfortable, dudes line the back
wall. Each clutching his own pint
glass and bobbing his head to
something other than the beat,
these guys an? quite content just
watching. No, they're not staring
at the dance-happy girls in front
of them. They're watching the
musicians who are making it all
happen. Welcome to a jam band
show in disguise.
Lotus, a atf-fxufcavd "organic
ambient trance funk" band, according the group's motto, brought its
unique blend of jam band and electronica music to Dave's Downtown
r.i\ inla last Wednesday.
'Ttey feed off the drool of the
crowd," said (oc Mierzwinski, who
was at the show Wednesday night
The band traveled from
Philadelphia as part of a small
tour of the East Coast, according
to manager Scott Huston.
"Wte're really glad to kick it off
here in Harrisonburg," he said.
"There's been some hype built up
about Lotus' ability to pack the
house at Dave's last July."
The shuw brought out over
100 people, according to concert
organizer Sky Strouth. The fivepiece, strictly instrumental gnnip
aimed to create the energetic,
rhythmic atmosphere of a dance
hall, while adding a very articulated human touch Lotus replaces
the traditional DJ and turntables
of electronica music with five
aiKlience-friendly musicians.
Often compared to other
boundary breaking groups like
The New Deal and Sound Tribe
Sector Nine, Lotus is on the rise
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Screen Printing
Athletic Design
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2$ OFF
Purchase
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Purchase i
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Brought to you by the

Black Student
Alliance!
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Vehicle Magnets

onsored by BridgcGap Entertainment
for more information, e-mail Robin Woodfolk (woodforan-jmu.edu)
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Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
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HOMECOMING 2003
'PURPLE POWER1
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Tues. Oct. 7th
CoryTinkham

Thurs. Oct. 9th
Jimmy 'O'

Fri. Oct. 10th
Todd Schlabach

Sat. Oct. II th
William Walter,

Thur. Oct.
Jimmy 'O'

Fri.OcOJtl

October 10-12

Appetizer Menu
M Price AppetJzei
Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
Ham&Turkey, and more...
Wings- 2S« each MontrThurs
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs
10.99/lb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Doz

Cider ""*

7 0*1 •/** I Inn
4J1-W74

JUT.

■TKfrr,
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i
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
Field Hockey vs. Hofstra
7 p.m., Showker Fietd/Bridgeforth Stadium

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11
iTelOS
Football vs. Richmond

t

3 p m showker Field/Bridgeforth Stadium
Homecoming Festival opens at 11:30 a.m. on Hanson Field.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12
Field Hockey vs. Drexel
1 p.m., Showker Field/Bridgeforth Stadium

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

For scores, schedules, highlights and more, go to...

rf-FT inr;

STYU
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UREC fashion victims at risk

Jackass Rats
performs at
Late Night at
TDU Friday,
Oct. 3.
Jackass Rats
la the 2003
Va. State
Bluegrass
Champion.

Students need rescuing from workout fashion faux pas
In my four years at JMU, I
have noticed scvrr.il oh.,-ions within the [ML ciimmunity. They include compulsive door holding, having
a good time rod Ugh attendance at UREC.
HnuvMT. it is our UREC
obsession that has me most
concerned because it HUM ,i
large problem — one that I no
longer can igmwv
\ I walk through the
Precor room — PitneM 11
— the fashion faux pas burst.
out like fireworks, causing me
to cringe and shudder. Have
no (car fellow students, this
t.i.hmn heroine is ,n vour tvs
cue.

i RE( (ttendea turn to
many problems when it COmee
to .inssing tor workouts that I
barely can scratch the in this column
i <t - examine problem
No. 1. When wearing tight
workout clothes, there i- ■
fine line between what looks
gcxxl and what lookl lik, ,1
camel toe. Unfortunately,
wearing only light spandex

-hurts oi pants and a matching sports bra is reserved tor
the fit and trim onlv. I his is
known as the sp,inde\-is-apmilcgc-not-a-right rule
Another tidbit to remembet is that the tighter the
dothtf, the more \ isihle
iweal m.irks become. Nothing
-pells sew like swc.it ni.iik-

whan choosing a workout
cn-cmMc I ighter colors a'veal
all that we do not want to see
sweat stains, man boobs,
underweai Unei and guys who
need to Nair their backs. For
(union's sake please wear
darker clothing, or just don't go
outside to exercise, if you suffer
hom any or all ot the faahiori
illnesses mentioned above.
JMU students also tend to
H e.u , loihes that are too revealing. UREC is a place to work
your body, not your mojo.
See-through mesh pants
and
booty
-horts only

•in every crack and corner,
rhcrefore, it you ve sol iunk
in the trunk, loosen up and
pair »>ne tight item with a
looser item, mch .is sp.indcv
-horts with ■ loose 1-shirt
Let us also consider color

make the other workout gurus
around uncomfortable. This is
another example of people
who should not go outside. In
other words, if you can't wear
your outfit to class, don't wear
it to the gym.
The last category is dedicated to those who do not bother
to get dressed for UREC at all.
From jeans on the treadmill to
cargo pants on the basketball
courts, I have seen it all. If you
just are beginning to workout
and are unsure of what to
wear, grab some sweat pants
and a T-shirt. This attire is
what the majority of students
wear, and I guarantee that it is
much more comfortable.
Looking great at the gym
is so easy, yet there are so
many fashion victims begging for my help
Therefore, from the kindness of my cold, tiny heart, 1
have created a brochure to
guide gymgoers into (ashion
(lawlessness. It is entitled
"Dressing Up for Working Out:
A 12-Step Program" and will
Ix1 available upon request.

FILM: Foreigners welcome at U.S. box office
FILM, from }\i .

movie lists Include rorvi>;n
tlkks like " talk 10 HIT" (O08»
ing over $7.1 million, according
to WWH'.msnbcxom) and "Y Tu
Mami Tambien." (over $13.7
million, according !o inrwlhr
nuubmxom) HMM films Mill
failed to accomplish much in

boKoCBca HUM
However, MOW professors
said they 986 this new-sparked
interest in foreign flicks .is the
beginning of a trend. Within
the JMU foreign language
department, professors K.irm.i
Klinc-Gabel and Stephany
Plecker said they sense a surge
in the role of foreign tilms in
American movie viewing
With a gnnving discontent
toward Hollywood films that
omprusi/e sptvi.il effects over
content, Kline-Ciabel Mid -ho
sees foreign films as providing

titc "intellectual clvillenge' men)
modem moviegoers .ire looking
for. "Fon-ign film is gaining
greater interest every day lien- in
the Valley" she s.mt l>iir participation in our foreign/indie film
senes h«is pnnen th.it the .irV.) is
excited about foreign film."

-46Foreignfilm is gaining
greater interest every
day here in the Valley.

Plecker eridt "Art of whet is
(ceding mil bend bthetncMeed

-KarinaKline-Gabel

foreign language prafcaor

mixing oi nationalities in small
towns, .is well as large does.
People get used to hearing foreign languages spoken wound
them md an- less DQBIlUll
ing movies in other languages
withsuPti!les,oKoiti~<
On the other hend, mem en
those, like professor (hnstophe
Rethore In the Center for
Iraiislation and Interpretation,
who h.n e seen little, it am. positive change toward foreign
films in the past five Wen I"
him. then' is "definitely not ■

~99
mass movement."
Though unsure of the exact
reason Americans seem to lack
interest In foreign films, Rethore
otters | number of possible
explanations, including that
Americans may be turned off bv
stereotypes ot foreign tilms lor
example. French films often are
seen as loo philosophical and
metaphysical and thus may be
pen ei\ ed as boring, he said

The size of the city plays a crucial part in the number of foreign
films shown kically, according to
Rethore. Living in Hanisonburg,
he said, he sees little in the way of
promotion for foreign films,
remarking how Regal Cinemas
has failed to show hardly any
overseas pictures.
Whether or not then' exists a
nationwide trend is debatable.
What is for certain is that, as oi
now, there remain only limited
opportunities to catch foreign
flicks in Hanisonburg theaters.
With this past Sunday marking an
end to the Madison International
Association's International Flim
Week, individuals interested in
expanding their cultural and cinematic horizons can look forward
to the latino Film Festival, which
rare from Oct 23 to Nov. 2 at
Cbuil Square Theater in downtown Harris* mburg.

ANK t HOI tlMtlVJKmtnhidmitph/tmtnvkfr

FEST: Hosts aim for
attendance in future
FEST, from page IS
bond that forms quickly
amongst the trio as they struggle
to put together the pieces of
1 ikia s pu/zlmg life
"Foreign films have their
own flavor to them; they focus
on red people," freshman
Matthew Verschelde said
This point was emphasized
especially in Thursday night's
feature, "Baran," (2001) —
which means 'rain''
and is
an Iranian film by director
Majid Majidi Hie story focuses
on Baran (newcomer Zahra
Bahrami) a young Afghan
woman, who is forced to work
under the guise of an Iranian
construction worker in order to
support her impoverished family. While on the job, she falls in
love with her co-worker, I atif
(Hossein Abedini, "Pedar"),
who struggles to assist in hiding her identity from the
authorities in any way possible.
T thought ['Baran'| was really good," sophomore Ben
Fraziersaid. "It represented love
without any physical contact."
The entire film was shot in
black and white, emphasizing
the bleak daily lifestyles that the
Afghans led, while hiding their
cultural identities from almost
everyone they encountered.
"International Rim Wfcek is a
really big deal because this is
only our second year," said jun-

ior Marjilla Seddiq, UPB director
of cinematic events "This is our
way of spreading culture: on
campus, and students can see
something different; it's all about
the experience here at JMU."
And an experience it was for
Friday night's crowd with the
feature film, "City of Cod,"
(2002) the Brazilian film directed by Katia I und and Fernando
Meirelles, who also co-directed
"Golden Gate (Palace 11). It
focuses on the rise of violence
and gangs in Rio de Janeiro, as
seen through the eyes of several
ililterent . h.ir.u ters

Then* were many visually
stimulating «metnatographic
elements in this film. As bullets
pierced thmugh the air, the camera panned alongside them,
heightening the action of every
shot. 360-degree pans also were
quite prominent. Rather than
quick cuts that make the audience feel somewhat removed
from a scene, the viewer was
right there with the action. Other
mo\ies shown for International
Film Week were "L'Auberge
Fspagnole," from France and
Together," from China.
While UPB and the Madison
International Association hope
to attract more students to the
festival in years to come, Seddiq
saki," Even if we draw just one
person out to see these films, it's
worth it in the end."

REGENT UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

&

THE ARTS

Master of Arts • Master of Fine Arts • Ph.D.
Communication is the lifeblood of humanity. Its power is immeasurable. Through
it. actors become worldwide role models. Newscasters influence cultural
thinking. Educators shape future generations. The authority of the mass media to communicate for good or for bad lies in the hands of their leaders.
Regent University's School of Communication & the Arts is dedicated to
preparing Christians, both professionally and creatively, to assume positions of
leadership in their chosen field. We build leaders whose influence in the arts and media
can change the world for Christ.
The School of Communication & the Arts offers:
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M.A. In Communication
• Cinema
• Television
■ Theatre Arts
• Communication Studies
M.A. in Journalism

• MFA In Script & Screenwrrtlng
• MFA In Acting
• MFA In Acting/Directing

rA

• Ph.D. In Communication

^Preview Weekend October 30 - November 1, 2003 and March 18 - 20, 2004.

REGENT
UNIVERSITY
1000 Regent University Drive, Vugm I

r-981 I

Regent iMvtrutf s pohoea towming tht admaja** ot Mudente retete to to mej»on BtaMmsnt but an not epptod to pradudl ■ a**rM Mutant
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t- Tigers continue to impress

"I misjudged the play, and he
ended up breaking the tackle for a
long gain."

SPORTS

Towson University improved its
standings in the CAA after beating
JMU in four highly-physical games.
see story below

-VOLLEYBALL-

CORTEZ THOMPSON

junior cornerback •

FOOTBALL-

-FIELD HOCKEY-

Dukes
defeat
Tigers, 6-0
II! I I'lKHlMm

Towton University earned Its
ejgrniwtralght victor, by beating
tin Dukes Friday In Godwin Gym.

JMU gets
edged out
by Towson
BY Com Hin
contributing writer

Despite four highly-physical games [Ml wu nn.ihle to
pull past Towson University
Friday nighl al Godwin Gym,
as the Tigers earned a victory
with scores of 31-29. 2y-.ll. 3028 and 30-25.
With the
loss, JMU I
fell 6-8 overall and 1-1 in |
the Colonial
Athletic]
Associ.ilnm
Towson
Towson now
3
is 12-4 overall and 2-0
in the CAA.
As the Tigers clenched their
eighth-straight victory, Towson
provided an answvr for almost
everything JML put over the net.
JMU fought hard and played
tough as it showed a strong
offensive presence at the net.
both in hitting and blocking.
This presence, filled with powerful swings and blocks, still
failed to put it p.is' fawaon
A majority of Towson's
points were gained from
serves by outside hitter
Sarah Miller and seller Mary
Clare Coghlan.
"Our tough serves really
limited s.t~ to Dana (Jones)
and Kale (Fuchs)," Towson
coach Chris Kiley said. Yet,
senior middle blocker Dana
Jones still slammed down 19
seeJOSF.S. ■

FILE PHOTCVKnHv Nu-aluh
The JMU defense tackles Hofstra University's running back Tarry Crenshaw (center) In the Dukes' win Sept. 20. VINanova
University defeated JMU Saturday, 38-14. aa the Duke* had problems tackling the Wildcat player* In VINanova, Pa.

'Nova romps JMU
Casamento propels Wildcats to 38-14 victory
BY WES HEINEL

assistant sports editor
The Dukes were run over,
around and through by
Vdlonova University Saturday,
as they were defeated by die
Wildcats, 38-14.
Not only was JMU outplayed by Villanova on both
sides of the ball, but also it lost
ground within conference play.
VULanova's Wing T formation offense lived up to the
acdaim made by coach Mickey
Matthews earlier in the week
lhat they are one of the best,
racking up 24 first downs and

443 total yards.
Similar to the game's weather conditions of sporadic, bul
harsh
downpours
Saturday
of rain, the I
IMI
Wildcat
offense struck
in a succinct
fashion,
improving its
record to SO.
"I think they're the best
[Division l-AA] team in the
nation right now." Matthews
said of Villanova. "They have
a lot of weapons offensively,
and they play extremely well

on defense. They play with a
lot of confidence — they make
plays when they get an opportunity, and we can't do it."
At the JMU 35-yard line with
132 remaining in the second
quarter, quarterback Joe
Casamento completed a 34yard pass to wide receiver John
Dieser. who was stopped at the
1-yard line, after junior comerback Cortez Thompson misplayed the pass. The next play,
running back Terry Butler
crossed the goal line, and the
extra point gave the Wildcats a
100 advantage at the hall
"I was just trying to break

—WOMEN'S SOCCER
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AMY PATERM tSlienwr ittuHt'tCiifitti■'

Freshman midfielder Shannon Selpp advance* the ball In the Duke*' gam* Saturday.

Wilkinson's goal defeats JMU
BY JAMES IKWIN

contributing writer
tt Mason University forward
Sarah Wilkinson's goal eight minutes Mo
the game was the only score in the Patriots'
1-0 Victory over jMU Saturday at the
Reservoir Stnrt Field
The loss dropped |MU to 3-7-1 and 1-20 in the Colonial Athletic Association
George Mason improved to 6-2-3 overall
and 2-0-1 in the CAA.

see DVKES, page 17

MEN'S SOCCER

Dukes blank Dragons, 4-0

,.

#

the play up and get the ball on
the ground," Thompson said. "1
misjudged the play, and heended up breaking the tackle for
a long gain. It definitely
changed the game — we .mild
have held them to a field goal if
I made that play"
Matthews said, "I thought
[the play) changed everything.
We had played pretty well — it
was an even game, but a field
position nightmare in the first
half starting at our 7-, 4- and 10yard lines. The score should have
been much worse than it had at

The University of Delaware
(9-2. 1-0), currently ranked No.
12, defeated JMU (3-9. 0-2) by a
score of 2-1 Friday night at
Rullo Stadium.
Senior forward Amy Cordes
had a penalty shot denied by
the Blue Hen's goalkeeper
Megan Allen with 30 seconds
left in the game.
Delaware scored the gamewinning goal at the 25:00
mark off a shot by forward
Jessica Breault. The Blue
Hens' first
goal of the I
SIIIUI.IV,
night was
scored by I
|MU
forward!
h
Lauren Cart!
Midfielder I
fowson
Jessi Balmer I
earned her
second assist
of the season on the goal by
Carr, her sixth of the year.
JMU cut into the Delaware
two-goal lead at the 46:30
mark when Cordes got the
Dukes on the board off a
penalty comer shot.
The Dukes were outshot,
8-1, by the Blue Hens in the
first half, but looked to regain
momentum in the second half
as Ihey outshot Delaware 6-4.
Sunday afternoon, the
Dukes rebounded from their
loss to the Blue Hens by
defeating Towson University,
6-0, in Towson, Md.
Senior forward Janelle Perlis
scored twice for JMU and also
recorded an assist in the match.
The Dukes improved to 49 overall, 1-2 in the Colonial
Athletic Association and
Towson dropped to 6-5 overall and 0-2 in the CAA.
JMU's first goal came off a
missed shot by Perlis, but redshirt junior forward Alissa
Santanna gathered the rebound
and began the route by scoring
with 15:47 remaining in the half.
Red-shirt senior midfielder Dana Weaver extended the
Dukes' lead to 2-0 before halftime when she scored on an
unassisted goal, her second of
the season. JMU was the first
team to score more than three
goals on Towson this year.
—from staff reports

Wilkinson's goal came I
Saturday
with 36:27 to go in the first
half off defenseman
Kristin Portell's centering
pass. The 3-yard ricochet
bounced once and snuck |
inside the post to give the
Patriots a lead thai they |
never would relinquish.
For the remainder of the game, George
see JMU. page 17

Sanford scores first collegiate goal
BY MATT STOSS

contributing writer
JMU (6-3, 1-0) blanked the
Drexcl University Dragons (5-5-1,
0-1-0) Friday, 4-0. al Reservoir
Street Field with an excess of
underclassman offense.
"We have to have to confidence in [the underclassmen),
and they just
need to find a
way to get I
older quick,"
coach
Tom I
Martin said.
"We have to |
take it oi
game at a time I
and, tonight,
they did a very good job."
Play began skiwly. and thenwas nothing notable about the
offense for most of the first half.
However, offense arrived at the
3801 mark when freshman defender Will Sanfond scored his first coltgiate goal from 30 yards out to
put the Dukes on top, 1-0.
"I was aiming for the back post,
and I think the wind had a kit to do
with it," Sinford said. "It was more
luck than anything."
Ten minutes into the second
half, al 54:03, sophomore forward
Chris Naquin broke away al midfield, leaving a Drexcl defender
behind to score JMU's second goal
of the evening from about 15 yards
out. Naquin was aided by freshman midfielder Kurt Morsink and
junkir midfielder Denny Fulk, who

AMY PATKRSON/*™,., ,*,*,„,»*„

Freshman midfielder Kurt Morsink had an awfst In JMU* win Friday.

both picked up assists on the play.
The Dragons would go on to
play a man short for the remainder of the game after midfielder
Justin Sadler earned a red card,
which announced his early exit in
the 63rd minute.
Fulk was the first to capitalize
on the one-man advantage when
he scored in the 73rd minute off an
assist from Naquin to stretch the
Dukes' lead lo three.
"I had a great pass from

Naquin," Fulk said. The keeper
slipped and got back up, and I just
placed it by him near the post."
less than five minutes later at
77:07. freshman midfielder Mark
Totten also scored lo put JMU ahead
by the final margin of victory. Redshirt freshman midfielder Andrew
Walker assisted on the goal.
The Dukes' victory earned
them their first win in the Colonial
fee FV1X, page 18
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JMU: Offense lacking
JMV.fwm page 16
Mason fell into a prevent
mode on defense, filling the
middle of the field with
defenders. The strategy made
it difficult for JMU to mount
scoring opportunities
"It was pretty hard to get
good shots because they were
packing the box." sophomore
forward Kim Argy said. "We
were trying to get the ball
back in, and things just
weren't working out for us."
For George Mason goalkeeper Sarah Coughlin. it was her
second shutout of the season.
"It's always hard to play a
team that bunkers in," coach
Dave Lombardo said. "I think
they made a commitment to
make that first goal stand up,
and they defended well. We had
the ball a lot, but we didn't have
a lot of chances (to score)."

-66

We were trying to get
the ball back in, and
things just weren't
working out for us.
— Kim Argy

sophomore forward

9?
After scoring the early
goal, the game turned into a
physical battle for possession
the rest of the way. Although
the Dukes outshot the
Patriots five to three and kept
the ball in George Mason territory for most of the second
half, they were unable to pen-

etrate the Patriot defense.
"We knew they'd come
out tough." junior defenseman Katy Swindells said.
"We were expecting this
kind of physical game; we
just didn't come out in the
first 20 minutes."
It was the fifth time this
season that the Dukes were
shut out. In their seven losses, they have mustered two
goals, compared to seven
goals in their three victories.
"We came out a little flat
(today)," Lombardo said. "It's
not just about working hard,
it's about working smart, and
taking shots from 22 yards out
just isn't going to happen
against their goalkeeper
The Dukes will host the
nationally-ranked University
of Virginia Tuesday night at
Reservoir Street Field.

Following the late second
quarter score, the Wildcats
never looked back as Villanova
went to the air attack.
On back-to-back drives,
Casamento threw touchdown
passes of 18 and 26 yards. The
two drives lasted 10 plays
total, but the impact the possesions had on the game were
the yards collected by the
Wildcats after the catch.
As it has been all season
for the JMU defense, poor
tackling was once again the
unit's Achilles' heel. On
numerous occasions, the
Dukes gave up first downs
and touchdowns on plays that
either should have been
stopped before the line of
scrimmage or should have
been limited to short gains,
according to Matthews.
"There were a couple plays
where we just couldn't tackle,"
Matthews said. We're an
extremely poor tackling team
— the worst tackling team
we've had in years. I'm really
discouraged about it.

-66

We're an extremely
poor tackling team —
the worst tackling team
we've had in years.
— Mickey Matthews
football coach

59

You look at IVillanova's]
rushing averages there, and it
speaks volumes," Matthews
added. "And I'm sure a lot of
those yards are after the first
tackier hit them tonight."
Talley said,
"JMU's
defense is very fast — they
close on the ball very quickly.
I think they blitzed a little bit
more than our staff had anticipated, and they widened
their defensive ends which
counteracted our spread
offense. We had to make a few
adjustments at halftime to
gain some momentum."

I 17

JONES:
JMU beats
Patriots
JONES.frompagrH

AMY I'Vn RSOV im„,, phMifraphrr
JMU struggled against defmrvemlndad G*org. M«*on Unhwdty.

DUKES: Tackling main concern in loss
DUKES, from page 16
half, but our kids still battled real hard."
The Dukes dropped to 2-3
overall and 1-2 in Atlantic 10
league play. While Villanova
coach Andy Talley stayed true
to his balanced playhonk and
Casamento carried out the
game plan with precision,
Matthews' offense surmounted
little competition for the Wildcat
defense, as most of its yards
came in the fourth quarter
"I think we have an offense
that allows us to make big
plays," Talley said. "When
you have the personnel we
have, I think you can just pick
away |.it the defense] and
wait for the big play players
to make plays. Their poor
tackling allowed those plays
to take place."
On the opening drive of the
game, Villanova took a 3-0 lead
on a 23-yard field goal by placekicker Adam l.imcs From there,
the two teams played a battle
over field position until the
touchdown bv Butler.

BREEZE

Defeinsviely, red-shirt senior
Jerame Southern and red-shirt
freshman Brendon Summers
were able to apply significant
pressure to Casamento en nnite
to earning two sacks and one
sack, respectively.
Offensively, with red-shirt
freshman running back Alvin
Banks sidelined with an
ankle injury, red-shirt freshman running back Maurice
Fenner received a solid
chunk of the Dukes' workload on the ground, gaining
71 yards on 15 carries.
According to Matthews,
Fenner, who struggled last
week, ran well in his first collegiate start, minus his one
fumble in the second half.
JMU did manage to get on
the board in the fourth quarter and cut the deficit to 31-7,
when red-shirt junior quarterback Matt LeZotte connected with senior wide
receiver Alan Harrison for a
30-yard touchdown strike.
While the second string
defense was in for Villanova,

Harrison was amidst double
coverage when he pulled
down LeZotte's pass in the
back of the end zone. With 41
seconds left in the game,
LeZotte found red-shirt sophomore wide receiver Tahir
Hinds in the end zone for a 26yard touchdown pass, rounding out the Dukes' scoring.
The Dukes host the University
of Richmond next week at 3 pjn.
for a Homecoming matchup.
Game notes: Former player
Clayton Matthews, son of
coach Mickey Matthews, was
in a wheelchair on the sidelines during the game. Coach
Matthews
thanked
the
Villanova football team and
coach Talley during his
postgame conference for their
support during his son's
recovery. The squad sent a
card signed by team members
wishing Clayton well. Talley
has been in contact with
Mickey Matthews throughout
the season, as well as having
his team pray for Clayton

kilLs despite Towson's strategy.
Freshman outside hitter
1 l.i n i i,i Porterfield, had one of
the best games of her young
career managing 11 kills.
"We were confident coming in — we played well —
we just couldn't finish in the
end," Porterfield said.
"We're getting better and
when we play |Towson]
again, we will beat them."
Sophomore
defensive
specialist
Blake
Tyson
agreed. "We played tough,"
she said. "Towson was really good, and we can't wait
for the rematch."
JMU coach Disa Garner
was happy with the overall
performance.
"We played well, but
toward the end, we were
timid because of our youth.
We're working on that, and
it improves each time,"
(..irner said.
The
Dukes'
three
returning upperclassmen,
Jones, senior libero Lauren
Ruzicka and middle blocker Fuchs lead the team
thai is made up of six
returning sophomores and
five freshmen.
The Dukes put up a
fight in keeping the contest close, but only were
able to win one game
against the Tigers.
Towson coach Chris Riley
said, "JMU is still a great team
... and there is still a good
rivalry. Disa's doing a great
job with them."
JMU defeated George
Mason University, 3-0,
Saturday behind the play of
Jones and sophomore outside hitter Emilee Hussack.
Jones collected 16 kills on
the night, and Hussack
added 12 of her own.
Traveling to Hempstead,
N.Y., and Newark, Del., the
Dukes will play Hofstra
Oct. 10 and Delaware,
Oct. 11 in their next two
CAA matchups.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8
Sunset on the Quad

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9
Commons Day

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
Alumni Golf Tournament
Car Decorating Contest
"Purple Power" Parade & Pep Rally
Spades Tournament

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11
5k Fun Walk/Run
Annual Pre-Game Field Festival
Third Annual Homecoming Tailgate
Contemporary Gospel Singers Concert
Football (JMU vs. University of Richmond)
Phil Vassar Concert
Step Show & Step Show After Party

HOMECOMING 2003
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

umrwjmu. edu/homecoming
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J2S
NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

Shaq ready to take control
Center looks to lead veteran squad to title
BY KF.VIN DING

The Orange County
Register
Redstart sophomore defcndw
Sean Vbwe dribbes upReU during
a 40 wki over Drexet University.

FULK:
JMU ready
forCAA
FUUi.fwm past U
Aihlt'iii Association this season Last year, |MU and
Drexel tied in their only
meeting of the year
"It's .i big win and a good
uraj to start o(f," Fulk said.
"With (our goals, it lets people
know that we're here to plav."
Sunday, the IXikes hosted
Hofstra University and lost, 1-0.
JMU dictated the pace of
play in the second half offensively,
outshooting
the
Pride. 21-11, and earning 11
corner kicks. Hofstra goalie
Matthias C.umbrpcht managed to keep )MU off the
board, tallying five saves en
route to posting the shutout.
With less than eight minutes remaining, midfielder
Arman Osooli slid a pass
through the JMU defense to
forward Michael Todd. Todd
then scored the game's lone
goal on a breakaway, beating
the Dukes' red-shirt freshman goalie Kevin Trapp from
10 yards out.
Hofstra's victory marked
the first time in school history
the Pride topped the Dukes in
men's soccer.
JMU looks to continue its
CAA success on the road, Oct.
10, when it takes on confer
ence rival Towson University.

The Lakers really need
him this season. They
need his leadership, energy and quick feet.
They need his quick wit too.
Fortunately for them,
the big man is ready to
dance again.
Shaquille O'Neal expects to
expkxje to the rim again. He is
going to high-step past concerns over his future salary. He
breezily will backpedal from
the Kobe Bryant controversy.
Word L.imc I ridav evening
that Brvant was feeling better
and expected in Honolulu late
Friday night. But even before
that, O'Neal was the ultimate
happy camper after the I akcrs
opened full-squad workouts
for the season.
There was obvkxis eagerness in his eyes as he offered up
his latest acronym creation —
repeatedly — to dodge questions about Brvant's situation.
"CAT," O'Neal said. "CAT
means 'Can't Answer That'"
When O'Neal wearied of
saying, "CAT," he tweaked it to
add more fun.
"Meow!" he suddenly
answered. He began to sing
it, in classic cat-food-commercial style:
" M eow - meow-meow meow, meow-meow-meow..."
O'Neal understands his
fun-loving persona will be
in demand this season,
given the gravity of
Bryant's sexual-assault
charge. Because he feels
Sood about his health and
is new teammates, O'Neal
is raring to let the big little
boy out to entertain.
Over the summer, he added
three large tattoos — one with
his "BIG" nickname, another
with his "DIESEL" nickname
one more with his dunking

image and the words "Public
Enemy No. 1."
Asked why he got more tattoos, ONeal had a simple
response; "Because my mother
said I could." Once she said hi'
could, ONeal was out of there
in a flash to get them done.
When vour mom gives
you permission to do .something, O'Neal explained,
you say: "OK-l-love-youthank-you-bye!"
And you're out

And after a summer of
training, O'Neal is quick
enough to hotfoot it, too.
He did come to camp
with a slightly bruised left
heel, but he said that was
the result of an awkward
landing on a monster dunk
a few days ago.
"I got my hops back,"
O'Neal said. And "because
that's something I haven't been
used to," he said he is out of
practice on the dismounts.
The heel soreness didn't
stop him from putting on a
show during the Lakers' first
practice of the season.
'Etemonstratjve dunks" were
what coach Phil Jackson called
them, and Jackson expressed
surprise that the basket escaped
being torn to the floor.
"Explosive" and "trim" was
how Jackson described O'Neal.
CNeal wanted to joke
about it "The only weight'
probkin on this team is me
'waiting' to get the hall."
O'Neal later said he was
down to 345 pounds. And he
said he is not upset that the
Lakers aren't planning to give
him another maximum contract extension.
The Lakers face a variety
of anxieties regarding the
extension, including the complicated "Over-36 Rule"
regarding O'Neal's salary
once he turns 36 in 2008 — so
O'Neal said, "1 understand
the business part of it.
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Offensive Players of the Week
The College of William st
Mary
quarterback
Lang
Campbell put on an offensive
show in the Tribe's 41-27 loss
to the University of Delaware.
Campbell threw (or 278 yards
and tied his career best of
three touchdown passes while
establishing a new career high
of 27 completions in 37
attempts.
Jason I'eebler of the
University of Massachusetts
had five receptions totaling a
career-best 177 yards and
two touchdown receptions in
the Minutemen's 44-30 win
over the University of New
Hampshire.
Defensive Player of the Week
Villanova University free
safety Raymond Vcntrone tallied seven unassisted tackles
and forced a fumble in the
Wildcats' 38-14 win over James
Madison University.

SHIRRI1AROSBS ftiW Purnrrr Piru
Los Angeles Lakers center ShaouHle O'Neal attempts a hook
shot In the paint. This season, O'Neal «ril be relied upon to
lead the snuari Amidst teammate Kobe Bryant's c«crtroversy.

"There arc a lot of hardworking, underpaid people in
this world, so you'll never really hear me complain about
what I'm getting paid or what
I'm not getting paid." he said.
"So, I'm just happy to be here,
and I'm going to be out there
with Karl (Malone) and Gary
(Payton), and we're going to be
running and winning."
When it comes to Bryant,
O'Neal can turn serious. He
gathered the veterans on the
Thursday flight that Bryant
missed to discuss looking out
for Bryant this season.
"Talked about what we
should do and shouldn't do
and how we should handle

certain things," O'Neal said.
O'Neal already had
welcomed Payton and
Malone by hosting a Sept.
21 party at his home for
Lakers players and their
families. Everyone was
delighted that Bryant
showed up and even took
part in party games.
"When we talk, we don't
really talk about basketball,"
ONeal said. "He was with his
wire. He looked like he was
haffng a good time.
O'Neal just hopes to
carry it through.
"We're all attached," he
said. "(As a team) We're all
going through it."

Rookies of the Week
UMass running back Steve
Baylark picked up his second
A-10 Rookie of the Week
award, rushing for 125 yards
on 26 carries. Baylark had two
touchdown runs from two
yards out and his third from
three yards out.
University of Maine quarterback
Ron
Whitcomb
passed for 269 yards and a
touchdown during the Black
Bears' 20-10 victory over the
University of Richmond.
Whitcomb also rushed for 47
yards on nine carries.
Spec. Teams Player of the Week
University of Rhode Island
place-kicker and punter Shane
Laisle tied a school record
with a 50-yard field goal in the
Rams' 27-9 victory over
Brown University. Laisle gave
his defensive excellent field
position numerous times,
placing six punts inside the
Brown 20-yard line. He also
converted a 24-yard field goal
attempt and averaged 37.3
yards on his six punts.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

Fraternities. Sororities. Cla-ae,
Student Orowpi
Earn $1,000
$2,000 (hi* semesto' *ilh ,i
proven Campus'i.iiOrai'.oi 3 hour
fund railing event
Our free
programs make fund raising easy
with no risk* Fund raising dates
are Ming Quickly, so get with the
program)
it
work*.
Contact
CampuaFtitiinMi at 1S8&923 3238.
orvaut wMwcampus iWtdraatar.com

Only $15 to run your
"For Sale" Hd for (he

Two MM In Three Bedroom.
On* Level DupJea:
or-ate bain.
narOwood floors n*v* construction.
W/D air. modem Kitchen, $600. or
(300 lor on* bedroom Cai 8336104
102 Maryland Avenue
Feeling Cramped? Compare our
spacious houses, duplexes and
apartments. See photos, prices
and current availability lor 2004
2005 at vtwvcastleotoperty com

IMS Mustang • Burgundy.
Automotive. A/C. 70.000 milts,
e.ceiiem condition. $5,500. Call

law

1MT Monte Carlo ■ red. 2 door,
spoiler, excellent condition. 94.300
rules, loaded, new tires. $3,995
Can* 8300444.
Motorcycle 3OO0 Hone* CWW0 .
ew»aant condition, yoacei wv> Mack
trim new tires. 9.000 miles,
negotiable, nftp //cob/mj edu/6*e
Cal 4217243.
•eertlum MMX - 200 MH/. 32M
RAM. 80 hard dnve. 24X CDROM.
Windows 08, Office 97, HP Deahjei
520. 2 HP 2fl cartridges, $200
o.o.o. Call 612-2244 or email
dorogamrtrlmu.edu
1992 Ford Explorer ■ good
condition, new tires $5,000 o.o.o.
Cal M*e. 435-4369

Buy a classified ad and
get your ad listed on the

Web for FREE!
www.thebreeze.org

entire semester or
until your item sells
(whichever comes find)!
This otr« ii A-ud now ihi.<ij*ri
DK 5 and catty appeal to
advntaing in ihr fa Sale' akUon
Ada mu. br 20 worda or Ins
Offct appbes io adrviJual Han*
only. Retail sere* and baaBrvc*
do not guahfy tor (his sprcUl offer
All ids are fubjrrl to
BMJBBJ a*** RBJ

Leefcle* Per a Fen Jeb? Class.c
Photography Inc is seetung several
uutgoir*. responsftle student* to
hh-a and tram as photographers to
cover student organisation parties
and events Car needed Contact
Maneea. Cal toflftee (898) 8222897
r .■>'!■.■,,< j-%>■■(-:,',--UsSJf corn

Itont ma* out on thtt great deal!

Do You Want to Write

568-6127

for The) Breeze?

1993
Ford Mustang LX
hatchback,
auto,
excellent
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise.
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheeH. beautiful car. $3,950 Call
289*420
Creettve PecoraUene tor FaW Gift
& Thrift. 227 N. Main
Jeaneaa Mandolin New with Gig
Sag • $?5 SQuare neck Regal
Dobro with case. $275; 26 key
eooordlon with case. $175; o.b.o.
CaM 434 4625.
19t9 Porsche 944 ■ 94K miles. 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli tires, beeutifui car ms.de end
out. 16.995 Call 5407406245.

The Bieen is looking for writer*
for New*. Sports. Style. Focu*
and Opinion. CaH 5666127
for more information.

Earn up to S500
per -oak assembling products at
home Ho eipenence. Information
at 19856461700 Oept wV 4606.

Act Now! Book 11 people, get
12th tup free. Group discounts for
6*. Call 1 8008388202 or
■vww. spnngDreMd>scouri(s.corn.

Part-time Computer Person
Wanted for Now and Spring
Semester
maintain Web-site.
assist internet sales, knoanadge of
eBay workings a plus. Excellent
pay. faiii* nours. Apply in person
at James C McHone Jewelry. Court
Square. Call 4331833.

USA Spring Break • Cancun.
Bahamas. Acapuico. Jamaica &
more Don't be fooled) Go with
quality and eipenence! 28 year* in
business Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Traveli Call toll free: 1 8774606077 Now alao hiring campus
rep*. Farn 2 free trip* for IS
trswelers and $$.

SERVICES

Ho
ralnat Ace
odatlons
Double room with pnvete bath
Close to campus. Bed and
breakfast, $100 tor two nights
Call 4347152

Part-time
Parson to Clean
Residential Home close to JMU
Meads to be able to lift and clean
windows. Apply In person at James
McHone Antique Jewelry
Court
Square. Call 4331833.

on the Web for
FREE!

NOTICE

Cail568^127loday!
Cancun. Acapuico. Nassaa.
Jamaica! 7 nights from $459 •
tail includes breakfasts, dinners
Guaranteea lowest prices and bast
party schedule. The only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! Visit the best
Spring Break site on the web vtew
100s of hotel videos and review*
at www SpnngBreakTravel.com.
Call 16006786386

hH.iV.
1T,U l
hki toirin'i *l

nasincu opponuiitiei. cmuaci the
Better Butine.. Bureau, lac

•WIPSSBSW

ItWOJWM

renar Oswrernif re

Cuacm, aVapaete, Iwmwltm,

*w
iflMta
:>jnum raimag
website design, web hosung. ema*
services and morel Affordable,
quick, and easy!
www. torchKhdomsms com

m- mo

-i*
i ha
a day potential. Local positions.
160O293.3965. en 215

tea Needed • $250
Local positions,
en. 613.

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD
IS THE BREEZE!
V'lklN.r lii st Mu...Til.
MM each add'l 10 words
Block tub art SIMnch

• 1 Sering area* Operator! 9
•
our website for trie best deeis.
www tagabondlourj.eom. Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida.

All classified ads musi be

Bnua Maian sant Ha Ms *»:

submitted in writing.

cash. Cad today! 16062732500,

FALL EXPANSION
A taring Breaker Headed - work
lor Sunspiaah Tours, travel free.
Hottest Destinations end parties
Two free tnpe/Ngh commission*.
»w* iuni{Wa*ntoun» com
16004267710

Winter and Spring Break - Ski and
beach trips on sale now! Call
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www.Sunchase.com today!

aiggeet Spring Break Party!
Cruise with 100* of students on
the largest and wildest student
party cruise! Spend 5 days In the
Bahamas from $279! Include*
most meals, free parties, port
tasec! Ethcs Award wmng cc^npany!
www SpnngflreafcTravef com. Call
16006786386

,

ajganflag fjc anmijaui*) of financing

Spring Break 20O4I Ravel *ith
Beach Life Vacations! America's
belt student tour operator!
Jamaica. Cancun, Acapuico,
Bahamas. Florida. Sell trips, earn
cash, travel free! Hurry - book now!
Call 1600-7336347.
mm. beacMfencations, com

www.lhebreeze.org

Campus Rape Needed! Be a
Campus Rep for the only Spring
Break company recognized for
outstanding ethics! Earn free trips
andcaaht 16006786386
www Spr-ngOnr e* Travel1, com

hr rmrt informatim and assntancr
Part-time Lawn Parian
with
knowledge of planting and design
to maintain residential lawn with
roses. Super pay tor the right
person. Apply in person at Jama*
McHone Jewelry. Court Square.
Cal 433-1833.

and get your ad listed

VManSatwsVMCmamM.
Book direct with the established
leader m Spring Break travel
Better trip*, better price* Early
booking incentives. Book now with
a small deposit. 1600 367 1252
www. sprma&nf afcdireci com

Tired of Terrible OJ's? Call Mu
Master Mike's Entertainment.
4429097

Spring Break Reps Needed • to
promote campus trips Earn cash
and 2 free trips! We train you.
160&367 1252
www sprngnn-akd'ect com

Buy a classified ad

• 34* Poubom Available

and MD students

• Ci»ionierS<nice«aln

'. i ajajaajnaltosm

• S9.13 BaK/Appt

• All Age. IS-

FREE

the_bpee/e9jmu.edu

H Seeing araak VaoetHnal 110%
best pncea' Mexico. Jamaica.
Bahamas. Ronda. T*>as Book now
and receive free parties and
meals Campus rep* wented!
1-6OO234-7007
aiw.endh»M*umm*rtoors.corri

• Wort Around Hastes

AIRLINE
TICKET!

You

may e-mail your ad (o
Ads

must be paid in advance by
cash, check. VISA or
MasterCard. All ads are
subject lo Breeze approval.

• Coodltiom Appl)

v*Mw.\»nrkfiii«ui(Unl- turn

Iww* studonlOMprpss.com,
C.ill NOW: 1.800.787.3787

Call 568-6127 today!

Only with SunspJash Tour* Lowest
pnees fraa meats and parties Two
free trips «or groups 1600426-7710
www sunspfashtoura.com

438-1300
1-800-648-4849
www.slstravel.com

Name:

HEfBREEZE

Address:.
City:

State

-Zip.

Phone number:
For a subscription to The Breeze
simply fill out this coupon and send it to:
The Breeze
James Madison University
MSC6805
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Alumni:

Yes

No

Parent of Student:

Yes

No

Subscription:

First Class $80

$4.99 a Foot

Bulk Mail $40

4pm - Midnight

533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S. Main SI. • 574-3178
798 E. Market St 433-6200

Gift Certificates Available!
Candle's Spa

CALL
■433-3322

Win*25,000

THE LOOK

&>™o(un«w,»M
(Aerou from S»M)
Wi*i«| Dnun<« from
SunQuit. S(On« G»w. BtiM Kidf,
Potomac 1 Choupuk.

Pfufoitlonal

for grad school!

HAIRSTYLINC -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA * MASSAGE

|

Tan til Spring Break $75

Highlights

$3$

10 Tanning Visits for
I

Enter to win the Kaplan Gets You In...
And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!

Full Body Massage

$30

$30 and gel*

Perms $30

more FREE
I

Shampoo/Cut/Style $11

Manicure

$10

One lucky person will win $25,000 toward tne first yea'
of law. business, graduate, medical or dental school
To enter, visit www.ka>pte»t.com/25k by October 31. 2003.
no neons* ■ex****** to imia o» ww opw <C *•*
!«MHl«IW,MUlMaaMMMIMim«C<WaiM
CM*l I*«.WO"* M *»"« 0« OuMWC) «M ewaeai ■«•■«*
OH * StuOINI WS* Hi m*M He*'I MMcwa wt*. a*
«*WMn. iii w«i (H «* ■ mm m « *+m i J. ami uiai
0«» *wip>pwMn at w«w mm c Fimnam i* miu
D. 0o«M> Sl. KOI Ni mmnmrn ■■*>■■> ww-i «M

KAPLAN

FRANK BLACK
Nadmi EP
On Sale n«t CO

THE EELS

Thu IP Ml W. "#w aong
plMlMltofrlcW,

mrrtTnr.s wipptdupn.
beiutitul Orijapa. patkioe iom
pi»it Mrah Electro shock Bluet
•eaj . m | >*a| a

Electro-Shock Bluet Show
On Sale Sa99 CD

1 800 KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/25k
NATALIE

''****.. looaca

MERCHANT
The House Carpenter's
Daughter
On Salt $13 M CO
a coHactton of Wk mipc Ivan
■How. we*atrtaawnil aonei
taetifrai weh tcaipoimow by
coietmaor.ri waau

THE JAYHAWKS
Lrve From the
Woman's Club
On Sale SUM CD
Wll»L«lr-llCOUIIll CO
ecwdeil m Mawsspeaal Aate
chatt out the* latest CO.
■fUitvD«MiaiKi*

Get These Titles Now— Only at Plan 91
Try Before You Buy! • Huge Selection • Cash For Your lid CDs * DVDs

THAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

Listen Before
You Buy!
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Mon-Sal 10-9. Sunday 12-6
an iwmimassuin ami imni m
emrvuii am mcHaaoM) teoi

<:HAHI

CDs • DVDs m more!
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Pheasant Run
Town homes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantnm.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
{=}

View a map to our location on GoLL®®feOn.com

